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INVESTIGATION OF SEPARATED FLOWS IN SUPERSONIC AND SUBSONIC STREAMS WITH

EMPHASIS ON THE EFFECT OF TRANSITION

By DEAN R. CHAPMAN, DONALD M. KUEHN, and HOWARD K. LARSON

SUMMARY

Experimental and theoretical research has been conducted on

flow separation associated with steps, bases, compression corners,

curved surfaces, shock-wave boundary-layer reflections, and con-

figurations producing leading-edge separation. Results were

obtained.from pressure-distribution measurements, shadow-

graph observations, high-speed motion pictures, and oil-film

studies. The maximum scope of measurement encompassed

Mach numbers between 0.4 and 3.6, and length Reynolds

numbers between 4,000 and 5,000,000.

The principal variable controlling pressure distribution in

the separated .flows was found to be the location of transition

relative to the reattachment and separation positions. Classi-

t_cation is made o-f each 8eparated flow into one of three regimes:

"pure laminar" with transition downstream of reattachment,

"transitional" with transition between separation and reattach-

meat, and "turbulent" with transition upstream o-f separation.

By this means of classification it is possible to state rather

general results regarding the steadiness o-fflow and the influence

o] Reynolds number within each regime.

For certain pure laminar separations a theory-for calculating

dead-air pressure is advanced which agrees well with subsonic

and supersonic experiments. This theory involves no empirical

information and provides an explanation o] why transition lo-

cation relative to reattachment is important. A simple analysis

of the equations .for interaction of boundary-layer and external

flow near either laminar or turbulent separation indicates the

pressure rise to vary as the square root o-f the wall shear stress

at the beginning o-f interaction. Various experiments substan-

tiate this variation .for most test conditions. An incidental

observation is that the stability of a separated laminar mixing

layer increases markedly with an increase in Mach number.

The possible significance of this observation is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Flow separation often is considered as a scourge to many

technical devices which depend upon the dynamics of fluids

for successful operation, inasmuch as separation often limits

the usefulness of these devices. For example, the maximum

lift of an airfoil and the maximum compression ratio of a

compressor are limited by the occurrence of separation.

Separuted regions can also occur near a deflected flap, around

a spoiler control, in an overexpanded rocket nozzle, behind

a blunt base, on the leeward side of an object inclined at

large angle of attack, and near the impingement of a shock

wave from one body upon the boundary layer of another.

Such occurrences make flow separation a very common

phenomenon warranting much research effort.

Of the numerous experimental results on separated flows,

a few have proved to be applicable throughout the subsonic,

transonic, ond supersonic speed ranges. The first and most

important result involves the phenomenon of boundary-layer

transition. In 1914 Prandtl (ref. 1) demonstrated that the

pronounced effects of flow separation on the low-speed drag

of a bluff body, such as were observed earlier by Eiffel (ref.

2), are determined by the type of boundary-layer flow ap-

proaching the separation point; that is, whether it is laminar

or turbulent. In the initial post-war years, a number of

independent investigations (refs. 3, 4, 5, and 6) were con-

ducted in transonic and supersonic wind tunnels which

revealed similar marked effects on compressible flow fields

when the boundary layer approaching separation was

changed from laminar to turbulent. These experiments

leave little doubt that separated flows with transition up-

stream of separation are fundamentally different from those

with transition downstream.

From various experiments on separated flows, a second

general result can be detected which may not have been

evident at the time the various experiments were conducted,

but which is perceptible now through the medium of hind-

sight coupled with the findings of more recent research.

This second result concerns the importance of the location

of transition within a separated layer relative to the position

of laminar separation. Schiller and Linke (ref. 7) found

that even under conditions where tim boundary-layer flow

remains laminar at separation, the pressure distribution

about a circular cylinder depends significantly on how near

transition is to the separation position. They observed that

an increase in either Reynolds number or turbulence level

moved transition upstream in the separated layer to a posi-

tion closer to separation, and that such movement consid-

erably affected the drag and pressure distribution. Closely

related to these findings are some isolated observations that

transition location often correlates with an abrupt pressure

t Supersedes NACA TN 38_ by Dean R. Chapman, Donald M. Kuehn, and Howard K. Larson, 1957.
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rise when the separated layer is laminar. This correlation

is found within "separation bubbles" on airfoils (ref. 8),

and in many other cases, both at low speed and supersonic

spced, as is discussed in detail later. Thus with a separated

layer remaining laminar, a variation ill Reynolds number

changes the location of transition relative to the separation

point and this varies the pressure rise associated with tran-

sition; the consequence is an effect of Reynolds number on

pressure distribution which is especially pronounced in the

separated flow behind a base. (See refs. 5 and 6.) An

initial approach to the computation of such effects has been

made by Crocco and Lees (ref. 9) who consider explicitly

the movement of transition along a separated layer. The

synoptic result of these various investigations is that the

location of transition relative to separation is a variable

generally important to separated flows wherein the boundary

layer is laminar at separation.

In most previous experiments attention generally has

been directed to the type of boundary-layer flow existing

at: separation and to the relative distance between transi-

tion and separation; less attention has been given to the

type of boundarydayer flow existing at reattachment and

to the relative distance between transition and reattach-

ment. ("Reattachment" is taken herein to mean the local-

ized zone wherein a separated layer either meets a surface

or another separated layer.) At sufficiently low Reynolds

numbers, a type of separation can exist where transition

is downstream of the reattachment zone, or perhaps even

nowhere in the flow field. In order to achieve this pure

laminar _ type of separation in a low-speed flow, however,

the Reynolds number must be very low (e. g., the order

of several thousand for a circular cylinder). In view of

the unusually low Reynolds number required, and the fact

that the reattachment position is not steady in a subsonic

wake, it is understandable that conditions at reattachment

previously have received relatively little emphasis in inves-

tigations of separated flow. An isolated example of pure

laminar separation was observed by Liepmann and Fila

(ref. 10) behind a small, half-cylinder, roughness element

placed within a subsonic laminar boundary layer.

The present investigation, which is concerned in consider-

able part with flow conditions near reattachment, was con-

ducted in three phases differing greatly in purpose and

scope. Such division was not planned but was dictated by

some rather surprising and encouraging results obtained

during the initial phase of experimentation, coupled with

some major revisions in the wind-tunnel facility made dur-

ing the interval over which the research was conducted.

The initial experiments (conducted in 1953) were concerned

with the manner in which Reynolds number variation at

supersonic speed affects the separated-flow region upstream

of two-dimensional steps of various ]might. Comparison

of the results of the initial experiments with those of other

* For reasons explained later, many flows commonly designated as "laminar" separations

in previous investigations really are affected significantly by the presence of transition locally

in the reattachment zone; such flows are referred to herein as '*transitional" separations.

Consequently, it is desirable for purposes or emphasis and contradistinction to use an unam-

bignous terminology, such as "pure laminar," for those flows which truly are mmffected

by transition,

experiments revealed several intriguing similarities among

various separatc(t flows on presumably unrelated configura-

tions. These similarities (discussed in detail later) sug-

gested that the location of transition relative to reattach-

ment might be just as fundamental to any separated flow

as is the location of transition relative to separation. In

order to explore this possibility, a second phase of experi-

ments was conducted with a variety of model shapes rather

than just a step. A third phase of experiments was con-

ducted after modifications were made to the wind tunnel

which enabled operation over an extended Mach number

and Reynolds number range. Inasmuch as an ultimate

hope was to improve the understanding of separated flows,

it was thought mandatory to include measurements at sub-

sonic as well as supersonic speeds as an integral part of the
research. All measurements were made on two-dimensional

models.

This report covers three subjects: (1) a general survey of

the experimental results grouped according to whether tran-

sition is downstream of reattachment, between separation

and reattachment, or upstream of separation; (2) a descrip-

tion and experimental test of a theory of the fundamental

mechanism near reattachment which governs the dead-air

pressure in a separated region (this theory is used to pro-

_dde an explanation of why transition location relative to

reattachment is of importance to separated flows); (3) a

simple analysis and pertinent experiments on "free inter-

action" type flows wherein the boundary layer interacts

freely with an external supersonic flow in the manner orig-

inally pictured by Oswatitsch and Wieghardt (ref. 11). A

preliminary report presenting briefly some of the salient

results of this investigation has been published as reference 12.

In the three-year interim over which the present experi-

ments and theoretical research were conducted, various

results of other studies appeared which benefited and influ-

enced the course of this research. A thorough investiga-

tion of turbulent separation induced by steps and by inter-

action of oblique shock waves with the turbulent boundary

layer on a wind-tunnel wall was published by Bogdonoff

(ref. 13) and by Bogdonoff and Kepler (ref. 14). As a

result it was deemed unnecessary to investigate turbulent

separations for these two cases, except to provide incidental

comparisons and checks with their data. Similarly, exten-

sive results of Gadd, Holder, and Regan (ref. 15) became

available for the case of shock-wave-induced separation.

In these latter experiments, separated flows with transition

downstream of reattachment were observed as were fully

turbulent flows and flows with transition between separation

and reattachment. The importance of transition location

relative to reattachment is clearly recognized by Gadd, et

al. More recently, the research of Korst, Page, and Childs

(ref. 16) became available, in which nearly the same funda-

mental theoretical meclmnism was employed in their calcu-

lations of base pressure for thin turbulent boundary layers

as that mechanism described and experimentally tested

herein for thin laminar boundary layers. Comparison of

results from these various recent and independent researches

is made later in the report.
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NOTATION

local skin-friction coefficient,C,

cl ratio of Cio at a given R_ o to corresponding value

R=o= 10 6

h height of step or base

l, characteristic streamwise length over which inter-

action takes place

L body length (see fig. 2)

m mass-flow rate per unit span

31 _Iach number

p pressure

Pr Prandtl number

pu 2

q dynamic pressure, _-

R reattachment point

RL,Rxo Reynolds number, _ and uox0, respectively
PO PO

S separation point

T absolute temperature

u velocity

z distance along model measured from leading edge

a angle of attack relative to surface having length L

? ratio of specific heats, 1.40 for air

mixing-layer or boundary-layer thickness

* displacement ttlickness of boundary layer

viscosity coefficient

kinematic viscosity, -_
p

p density

T shear stress

SUBSCRIPTS

o conditions at beginning of interaction in supersonic

flow, or at location of minimum pressure in

subsonic flow

test-section stream conditions

d dead air

e outer edge of mixing layer, or edge of boundary

layer

p plateau conditions (for laminar separation), or

peak conditions (for turbulent separation)

r reattachment point

s separation point

T, _-- 1- 2\
t total conditions (e. g., 7--1+:_:M )

* ratio of quantity to corresponding value at edge

( T -_--'ete')of mixing layer e. g., T.-_, _. _,

w wall

SUPERSCRIPTS

' conditions downstream of reattachment region

-- conditions along dividing streamline of mixing

layer.

APPARATUS AND TEST METHODS

WIND TUNNEL

Experiments were conducted in the Ames 1- by 3-foot

supersonic wind tunnel No. 1. This tunnel operates con-

tinuously with dry air over a range of reservoir pressures.

For the initial portion of experiments, the range of tunnel

pressures available was limited to between 2.5 and 30

pounds per square inch absolute, and the Mach number

was limited t,o about 24. Revisions to the tunnel structure,

flexible-plate nozzle, and drive motors were made in 1955

so that subsequent experiments could be made over the

range of pressures between about 2 and 60 psia and at Mach

numbers up to about 3.6. Subsonic speed control

(0.4<M'® _<0.8) was obtained by choking the flow down-

stream of the test section with the flexible, supersonic

diffuser.

MODELS AND SUPPORTS

Several types of models with different supports and end

plates were employed, each being designed to provide two-

dimensional flow conditions. Pressure orifices were located

at stations near the center span, and, in most cases, were

spaced either 0.05 or 0.10 inch apart. The initial experiments

were conducted on step models in an 8-inch-wide two-

dimensional channel placed within the 1- by 3-foot test

section (see ref. 17 for description of channel). Since use

of the channel made model changes and observation rather

cumbersome, subsequent experiments were conducted with-

out the channel apparatus by mounting the 8-inch span

models on a sting from the rear, and by attaching at both

tips relatively small, transparent (lucite), end plates• The

photograph in figure 1 (a) illustrates the latter method of

,Oil film

,-Region of sensibly

(b)
'-Regioninfluencedby tip

(a) Photograph showing off-film accumulation taken during a run of

model CC10°--2 with end plates.

(b) Sketch of typical oil-flm-accumulation line.

F|OURE l._Typical model installations.

/
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sting mounting. Since comparison of results obtained with

the two methods of mounting showed no significant differ-

ence, all subsequent measurements were taken with this

latter method of mounting. For those data presented, the

flow over the center portion of the model was judged es-

sentially two-dimensional according to three indications:

(1) several pressure orifices located spanwise 2 inches off

center revealed only small variations of static pressure; (2)

the pattern formed by oil fihn oil a model surface (see fig.

1 (b)) was normal to the flow (lirection over a sizable center

portion of span; and (3) at all _[a('h numbers, changing

from triangular-shaped to rectangular-shaped end plates

had no effect on midspan pressure (listrit)ution, and at Math

numbers above about 2.3, even tlw removal of end plates

had no effect. End plates often were not used at the higher

Maeh numl)ers, as this enabled bctter shadowgral)hs to be

obtained.

Photograt)hs of several mo(le]s mounted without end

plates are presented in figures l (c). 1 ((/), aml 1 (e). The

A-2_256

A-21255

A-2ib,2 .

(c) Model CC25 °-2. (d) Model S-4. (c) Model CC25 °-5 (trip 4).

FmUR_ 1.--Concluded.

geometry, dimensions, and designations of the various

models are given in figure 2. Most of the models of figure

2 consist of a basic fiat plate to which various wedges and

steps were fastened to form additional models. This basic

fiat plate also was used for measurements of boundary-layer-

transition Re)molds number to give an indication of wind-

tunnel disturbance level. Tile leading-edge ttfickness of the

fiat plate was determined optically to be 0.005 inch. The

leading-edge thicl_less of the other models (for which the

surface contour is an integral part of the basic plate) is

believed to be apt)roximately the same.

TEST METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Variation in Mach number.--The Mach number Mo

approaching an interaction region was varied in several

ways. At subsonic speed, the angle of attack was held

fixed while adjustment of the diffuser minimum area pro-

vided variation in test-section Mach number ._1I®. At

supersonic speed, the angle of attack was changed to provide

variation in .lid, as illustrated, and the flexible nozzle walls

occasionally were repositioned to provide additional varia-

/

tion in M ®. Only a few test-section Mach numbers were

required to achieve variation in Ztlo from values near 1 to

about 3.6, inasmuch as the angle of attack for some of the

models could be varied by ±16 °. Thus a given Mo could

be obtained with either an expansion wave or a shock wave

occurring at the model leading edge. It was found in most

cases ttmt for a given Mo both types of settings would yield

the same pressure distribution over the center-span portion

of the model. In several cases, though, detached bow waves

at a>0 resulted from excessive flow deflection over the lower

surface, and this caused transition to occur prematurely on

the upper surface. Under such conditions, the pressure

distribution in transitional-type separations differed from

that obtained at the same Mo, but with an expansion wave

at tile leading edge. In some cases of laminar separation,

small differences in the shape of pressure distribution--but

not in the pressure rise to separation--were observed at

the same Mo for the two types of settings. These small

differences are attributed to known differences in tunnel-

empty pressure distribution at the different nozzle settings.

Optical techniques.--One or more shadowgraphs were

taken for each pressure distribution in order to determine

the location of transition. Relatively long exposure times

were used (_6 to _00 sec) since the mean position of transition

was desired rather than an instantaneous position. In

the first two phases of experimentation, film was placed

next to a side window which intercepted near-parallel light

passing through the test section. Polaroid-Land film was

used. In the third phase of experimentation, tile film was

placed on a parallel-motion mechanism surrounded by light-

proof bellows (see fig. 3). This enabled the distance from

the model to the film to be adjusted in order to take ad-

vantage of focusing effects induced by the refraction of

parallel light as it passes through the boundary layer (for

an explanation of the focusing effects, see ref. 18). Com-

parison of figures 4 (b) with 4 (a) reveals the improvement

achieved by increasing tile distance between the film and
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(a)

_ (degrees (inches) aches

} CRlfl'.t I 15 i 5,00 I 3,25 [0,84 1-16
20 5.50 2. O0 O. 68I 26]28, I,.25If..
30 5.50 1.00 0 50 ; l 50 IL_ss°=_L { l L

(d)

Model 6 L

designation (degrees) (inches)

CCLO::3 LO £00
cc,o--4 LO 8.oo
CCI5 °-1 i t5 O. 35

• CC15°-2 15 O. 76

CC15"-3 15 1.72

CC20"- 1 20 O. 34

CC20°-2 20 5, 50

CC25"-1 25 O. 28

CC25%2 25 O, 76

CC25"-3 25 3. 34

CC25*-4 25 5. O0

CC25"-5 25 5, 50

CC35"-1 35 0. 056

CC35°'2 i 35 L O. 160

co)

(Inches)

2.50

I. 76

I. 50

2.O0

l.lO

I. I0

1.10

0.80

2,00

1.40
1.40

O. 68

2.00

2. O0

2.70
2. ?0

(e)

One model has 3 bases in aeries--others have only a single

hale, "L" Is always measured Irom the model Leading edge to the

particular base, "1" ls always the length of the unbroken surface

downstream of the particular base,

E .odel ] L h { , I _ '
designation

i -- ({rlches) ](inches)10.200,01 (_ (degrees)0,47 8 (degrees)I90_-1-: 0.8,10.931 t::t 8 , 00
i - 2,28 0 10 I 2,22 8 ! 00

_2° ,0o=o,o ):l:[8 000.20 I 0.09 3.30 I 35 145..3 ____I..__ ...._LAL_-

Crosshatched ..... Clean model

Solid ............ Detachable boundary-layer trip

" L" is measured from model leadingedge and includes length of boundary-
- L - ]layer trip.

LI
_ 0.13"

Wire. trip,.". _, trip I
(0 015 dla )

!
- I,84"

F Grooves 80" x 0 04"
deep

I ,f 90",,/

Saw-tooth

rouzhnessi ---trail:--:---P-- L_ _/(/ trip 2

i
I Strip of fine mesh

O.Y' 0. 5" wide

Saw- tooth trip 8

roughness

+
sc reen _ O. 5"

-0.05" base

Baletrip I>, [frr(//_ trip 4

25 °

(c)

(a) Step models.

(b) Compression corners.

(c) Boundary-layer trips.

i. ! F
Y' 5" _ .Shock

: J _ generator

l 2 Incident "L@._ - ///" ;t 1 )

_L_ sr_k "'--,_ i i f

3, 75" "

( I I is positive when leading edge of shock generator is ahead o[ leading edge

of flat plate)

(,eg_ee_))(inches) (inches) i(degrees)

i3"-1 l_ LOOI 1.14 o.03 I 4.o i I O )

. i •l 5°-1 I 0 l O0
18.5"-1 0 9 1.00 11:0 i1.14 0.93 I 4.0

1.14 , 0.93 4.0

; +4.o I,--= I-0 i
(i)

(d) Cur-d surfaces.

(e) Base models.

(f) Incident shock models.

FZOURZ 2.--Model configurations and dimensions.
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FIGURE 3.--Adjustable shadowgraph mount with light-tight bellows.

(a) Shadowgraph next t,o tunnel window. Flat plate model; Me=3.0;

pt=24.5 psia.

(b) Shadowgraph 30 inches from tunnel window. Flat plate model;

3Io=3.0; pt = 24.5 psia.

(c) Shadowgraph next to ttmnel window. CS15 °- l; 5I_=3.0;

pt=3 psia.

(d) Shadowgraph 42 inches from tunnel window. CS15 °- l; 5Io= 3.0;

pt=3 psia.

FIGURE 4.--Effect on shadowgraph appearance of variation in distance

between model and shadowgraph fihn.

the flat-plate model. The white line, indicating the nature

of boundary-layer flow, is displaced from the surface where

it can be better observed. Comparison of figures 4 (d)

with 4 (c) reveals the improvement achieved in visualizing

the separated flow over a curved surface model by increasing

the film-to-model distance.

High-speed motion pictures (Fastax) were taken of the

shadowgraph field in order to ascertain the relative steadi-

ness of various separated flows. The parallel light was of

sufficient intensity t,o permit pictures of several thousand

frames per second to be taken from the shadowgraph pattern

cast on a ground-glass screen. Runs at various frame

speeds up to 6000 frames per second showed that flow

unsteadiness c(>uht t)e detected readily at speeds near 2000

frames per second.

Transition determination from shadowgraphs.--Two

methods, depending upon tunnel pressure, were used to

detect transition from the shadowgraphs. At, low tunnel

static pressm'es, with small film-to-model distances, transition

location apt)eared as the "end" of the laminar (white) line

on the shadowgraphs. At high tunnel static pressures,

with small film-to-model distances, or at arbitrary pressure

with large tihn-to-model distances, optical refraction effects

are large, aml a technique used by Pearcey (ref. 18) was

employed to locate transition. Under these conditions the

white laminar lilw appears displaced from the surface by a

(tistant_e large compared to the boundary-layer thickness.

For flow over a tlat plate, the apparent displacement is

nearly constant fl'om the surface as long as the layer remains

loaninar, since the density profiles are nearly similar along

the plate length. An example is illustrated in figure 5 (a).

(a) Transition I)(_ginni,g near rear of plate. 31o=2.0 RL= 1.9X 10t

(b) Transition region on plate. 5Io=2.9; RL=2.3>(10 _.

(c) Transition region on plate. 31o=3.3;RL=2.8X106.

FIGURE 5.--Shadowgral)hs indicating type of boundary-layer flow and

location of transition on the fiat plate model.

When the Reynolds number is increased so that transition

is completed on the plate, the white line converges to the

surface in the transition region. Examples of this are

illustrated in figures 5 (b) and 5 (c). The beginning of

convergence represents the beginning of transition effects on

the density profile and is taken as tim beginning of transition

itself. The cn(l of convergence, where _he white line practi-

(;ally meets the surface, represents the first position where

the density profile has its maximum gradient close to the

surface (compared to a laminar profile) and is taken as the

end of transition. Uniter high refraction conditions, there-

fore, both the beginning and end of transition often could

be ascertained approximately. As an example, the results

of transition determinations by this method for thb flow

over a fiat plate (leading-edge thickness 0.005 ih.) are pre-

sented in figure 6. The method employed in determining
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6Xl0 6 --

5
E

$ 3

cJ
2

io6t

[-- q I I

Open symbols-tronsfflon begins

Fdled symbols-trons,hon ends

Mo

o 1.57

[] 1.96

Ia} i u-"

j,_r"

J J I

• I

2 2

ioe_ i _
105 } 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 106

Slreom Reynolds number per inch,
ua

(a) Lower supersonic Maeh number range.

(b) Higher supersonic Mach number range.

F_cuRE 6.--I{eynolds number of transition on a fl'tt plate in the Ames

1- by 3-foot wind tunnel No. 1. (Leading edge approximately 0.005
in. thick.)

the beginning and end of transition for these data is illus-

trated in figure 5 (b). The transition Reynolds number is

plotted as a function of the Reynolds number per unit

length, inasmuch as this variable appears to be more sig-

nificant than the Mach number. For example, at stream

Mach numbers above 2.0, the curves for both beginning

and end of transition are independent of Mach number

when plotted in this fashion. These curves will be used

later in comparison with other data.

Boundary-layer trips.--A common experience in supersonic

wind-tunnel operation is that larger and more severe trips

are required as the supersonic Much number is increased.

This trend is reported in detail by Winter, Scott-Wilson, and

Davies (ref. 19) who find that the required wire diameter for

tripping the boundary layer increases roughly exponentially

with Mach number (an interpretation of this trend is given

later as it involves a result from the present research).

Moreover, merely placing a disturbance at some streamwise

position on a model does not insure a fixed transition loca-

tion. For example, in the present investigation, at Mach

numbers near 3 the wire trips often did not effect transition

until a short distance before the separation position. Undex

these conditions the effective origin of the turbulent layer

varied with tunnel pressure in an unknown manner over the

plate length between the wire and the separation position.

Data obtained on the effects of Reynolds number variation

are uncertain under such conditions.

In the course of experimentation various full-span bound-

ary-layer trips were used depending primarily on the Much

number. At subsonic and moderate supersonic Mach num-

bers a 0.015-inch-diameter wire (trip 1) placed 0.13 inch

from the leading edge, as sketched in figure 2 (c), was ade-

quatc to effect transition near the wire. At the higher super-

sonic Mach numbers a trip more severe than a small wire

was needed. On several models tested in this higher Mach

number range during the second phase of experiments, the

upstream portion of the model plate was corrugated by saw-

toothed machining (see trip 2 in fig. 2 (c)) and on one model

a section of wire screen also was added (trip 3). During the

third phase of research a "base trip," consisting of a small

wedgelike attachment to the leading edge, was employed

(see trip 4 in fig. 2 (c) and photograph in fig. 1 (c)). A pres-
sure orifice was installed in this base in order to determine

when the trip fixed transition. A plot of the base pressure

as a function of tunnel pressure revealed the tunnel pressure

above which transition was fixed near the trip.

Surface oil-film teehnique.--A useful technique employed

in the course of research was an oil-film method for deter-

mining quantitatively the location of separation (and hence

the pressure rise to a separation point). It is known that

liquids coated on a surface .will accumulate along a line of

separation. The flow upstream of separation washes liquid

down, stream, whereas reverse flow downstream of separation

washes liquid upstream. In order to make this technique

quantitative and to minimize interference, very small amounts

of liquid are required. To detect minute accumulations of

liquid, light at glancing incidence was employed. This en-

abled an accumulation to be detected of height much smaller,

for example, than the mouth of a pitot tube. Silicone oil

(Dow Coming DC 200-10) was employed, sometimes mixed

with regular hydrocarbon oil. Thin films of this oil were

mobile yet would not evaporate even after four or five hours

of continuous tunnel operation. It was found possible either

to coat portions of a model before a run or to emit oil from

an orifice during a run. The minute, threadlike lines of ac-

cumulation, which were observed readily, could not be photo-

graphed well during tunnel operation. For photographic

purposes, the surface oil film for the model in figure 1 (a)

(possibly not visible in half-tone reproduction) was allowed

to accumulate in larger amounts than for most quantitative

measurements. A typical accumulation pattern is sketched

in figure 1 (b).

The oil-film technique for determining the separation

point is believed to be more sensitive than the pitot-probe

technique. Using a Stanton tube 0.005 inch high, for ex-

ample, Gadd, et al., (ref. 15) could determine only roughly

the laminar separation point and, hence, were unable to

detect any Reynolds number dependence on the pressure rise

to separation. As will be seen later, the oil-film technique

readily enables the Reynolds number dependence to be de-

termined as well as quantitative values of rather good ac-

curacy for the pressure rise.

Extensive use of the oil-film technique revealed, under

certain test conditions, an anomalous, double-accumulation

pattern which was difficult to interpret. Some details of the

research conducted to resolve this anomalous behavior are

described in Appendix A.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION PERTAINING TO RELATIVE

TRANSITION LOCATION

GENERAL SURVEY ILLUSTRATING DOMINANT IMPORTANCE OF RELATIVE

TRANSITION LOCATION

Results of initial experiments.--As noted previously, the

initial experiments were conducted oil step models ill a two-

dimensional-channel apparatus; they clearly revealed tile

basic importance of transition location relative to a reattach-

ment position. Transition location was found to correlate

closely with an abrupt, rise in pressure when transition was

between separation and reattachment. A typical example

of this is illustrated in figure 7 (a). The pressure distribu-
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(a) Transition upstream of reattachment.

RL = 0.92 X 10 _.

(b) Transition downstream of reattachment.

RL=0.87X 10 _.

FIGURE 7.--Typical results from two-dimensional channel illustrating

importance of transition location relative to reattachment.

tion in this type of separation was affected markedly by

variations in Reynolds number. In contradistinction, no

abrupt rise in pressure was observed when transition was

downstream of the reattachment point (step shoulder) ; figure

7 (b) represents a typical example of this. The step height

in figure 7 (b) is smaller than that in figure 7 (a) and is

sufficiently small so as not to bring about transition. The

pressure distribution for this pure laminar t3_pe of separation

was affected only slightly by variations in Reynolds number.

These contrasting characteristics show that the location of

transition relative to reattaclunent is of critical importance

at least to the separated flow ahead of a step.

The results of the initial experiments revealed some intri-

guing similarities between various results of experiments on

separated flow from several other sources involving entirely

different object, shapes. The trend observed, of a slight in-

fluence of Reynolds number on pure laminar separations, was

the same as the trend which could be interpreted from the

base-pressure experiments of Roller and Hamaker (ref. 20).

Also, the trend of large influences of Re)molds number for

transitional separations was the same as that which could

be interpreted from many previous measurements of base

pressure. Crocco and Lees (ref. 9) make essentially this

interpretation, only with reference to transition upstream

of a "critical" location in the wake rather than upstream of

reattachment. Consequently, it seemed possible that transi-

tion location relative to reattachment might be generally

important to separated flows and that there might be some

characteristics coinlnof_ to a variety of separated flows having

the same relative transition location. The second phase of

experiments was conducted with various model shapes in

order to investigate this possibility. Some of the more

salient results are surveyed below i they relate to the corre-

lation between transition and abrupt pressure rise, to the

relationship between type of pressure distribution and rela-

tive transition location, and to the effect of Reynolds num-

ber variation on separated flows.

Correlation between transition and occurrence of abrupt

pressure rise.--Transition was determined from shadow-

graphs in two different ways (described in the section

APPARATUS AND TEST METHODS). Under condi-

tions of low pressure and low optical refraction, the mean
location of transition was taken as the end of the familiar

white line adjacent to a surface. Altogether about 170

cases of this type were examined corresponding to different

combinations of Mach number, Reynolds number, and

model shape. Figure 7 (a) represents one example, and

various others are shown in figure 8 3 for subsonic as well as

supersonic flow. The terminal location of the white line is

near an abrupt pressure rise in each case. There is suffi-

ciently close coincidence of the two locations to associate

the location of transition with that of a rapid rise in pressure.

Emphasis is placed on the fact that the correlation for sub-

sonic flow (figs. 8 (a) and 8 (b)) is much the same as that for

supersonic flow. This attests to the fundamental impor-

tance of transition for separated flows.

As explained previously, both the beginning and the end

of transition could often be determined, when optical refrac-

tion was high, by the beginning and end of convergence of

the white line toward a solid surface. Altogether, about

95 cases of this type were examined for various combina-

tions of Mach number, Reynolds number, and model shape.

Some typical examples are shown in figure 9. In most of

these examples transition occurs in an adverse pressure

gradient, and the streamwise extent of the transition region

s In these and other figures, a _paration point determined from an oil film observation is

represented by a filled symbol. Separation pressure rises determined from a correlation

(presentedlater_ofmeasurementson a varietyofmodelshapesarerepresentedby e short

line.
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is much shorter than on a flat plate. In all cases the abrupt

pressure rise occurs near the transition region, so that a

marked pressure rise again is associated with transition.

]t is interesting that, in subsonic flow over step models,

separation bubbles often were observed on tlle fiat surface

well upstream of tile step. An example is illustrated in

figure 8 (b). In such cases, oil film accumulated at two

streamwise locations; tile upstream separation is that of a

lantinar layer and locates the upstream portion of the

bul)ble; the downstream separation (not evident in shadow-

graph) is that of a turbulent layer as it approaches the step.

Turbulent reattaehment presumably occurs somewhere

between the two experimentally determined positions of

separation.

The correlation of t]le location of transition with that of

all abrupt pressure rise has been observed l)reviously in

many isolated cases. Experiments at low subsonic speeds

conducted on circular cylinders, spheres, and airfoils, as

rel)orted by Fage (ref. 21), showed similar close correlation

of transition location (determined by surface shear data

from a Stanton tube) with an inflection point in pressure

distribution which just preceded an abrupt pressure rise. 4

Analogous correlation also was noticed in transonic flow by

Ackeret, Feldmann, and Raft (ref. 4), in supersonic shock-

induced separations by Gadd, Holder, aml Regan (ref. 15),

and in subsonic separation bubbles on airfoils by Gault

(ref. 8).

In spite of the many observations of correlation between

transition location and abrupt pressure rise--as evidenced

in figures 7 to 9 and in previous experiments--it is not

necessary that transition in a separated layer be accom-

panied by a rapid pressure rise, or that: abrupt rises in

pressure necessarily indicate transition. If transition is far

upstream of reattachment, and only slightly downstream

of separation, then transition can occur in the mixing layer

under conditions of nearly constant pressure. An example

of this is shown in figure 10 (a) in which transition is coin-

4In retrospect, it would be expected tbat for such correlation to have existed, transition

would have occurred within o small "sel)aration bubble" in these early experiments. This

expectation was indicated by Bursnall and Loftin (ref. 22). Such bubbles have been ob-

served frequently on airfoils but rarely on a sphere or circular cylinder. A direct confirma-

tion of the existence, not often appreciated, at a small separation bubble on the upstream
half of a circular cylinder in the supercritical Reynolds numtx, r range is reported by Gault

(re[. 8) who used a liquid film to detect separation.
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pleted well upstream of reattachment and tile pressure rise

is brought about by a fully turbulent layer as it reattaches.

If a reattaching layer is laminar and very thin, it also can

bring about an apparent rapid rise in pressure and not be

indicative of transition. An example of this is presented

in figure 10 (b) for which transition is downstream of the

field of view. (A theory for the pressure rise of a thin, pure

laminar, reattaching layer is given later.) In view of these

observations, the pertinent conclusions drawn from the

close correlation often observed between transition and an

abrupt pressure rise is as follows: Once transition is between

separation and reattachment--and is relatively close to

reattachment--there is an abrupt pressure rise associated

with transition; hence, any change in a parameter which

experience has shown to affect transition (such as Reynolds

number, surface roughness, turbulence level, etc.) can also

change pressure distribution directly through its change in

the location and magnitude of the steep pressure rise.

Representative pressure distributions for the three regimes

and results of high-speed motion picture studies.--As the

importance of transition location relative to reattachment

is now manifest, and the importance of transition location

relative to separation has long been known, it is clear that

distinction should be made for any given object shape

between the three regimes of flow separation; "pure laminar'"

where transition is downstream of reattachment, "transi-

tional" where transition is between reattachment and

separation, and "turbulent" where transition is upstream

of separation. Within the scope of this study, all three

regimes were observed for most of the model shapes, as tim

following table illustrates:

Regimes observed in present study

Model Pure laminar Transitional J Turl)ulent
...................... ]

Step ........... ?if>l, M<I _1I>], 5I<1 _/'>l, ),Ir<l

Compres.sion corner ......... 3.1>1, M<I 31.>1, .",I (.1 ._.I>1, 31<1

B_Ise ...... ._1>1 31>I 3/_1

Curved surface_. _ Mr> 1 3I> t 31_> l

Oblique shock ...... _I>1 31>l

Leading-edge separation. - - 3/_t 31>1

Studies were not conducted with the turbulent regime for

leading-edge separation, or with the turbulent regime for

oblique-shock-induced separation. Much data are avail-

able for this latter case in references 14 and 15.

Shadowgraphs and corresponding pressure distributions

for the three regimes, at both supersonic and subsonic speeds,

are illustrated in figures 11 through 17 for various models

and various Mach numbers. Figure 11, which shows the

!

!
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step in supersonic flow, reveals as well as any the basic dif-

ferences between the three regimes. The pure laminar

regime (fig. 11 (a)) has a plateau of nearly constant pressure

representing a dead-air region. The separation-point pres-

sure, p,, and the plateau I)ressure, pp, are of the order of

15 and 30 percent greater, resl)ectively, than the pressure

po just upstream of the separated region. For some step

models, pressures were measured at a few points on the

step face and were usually found--for the pure laminar

rcgtme--to be the same as the dead-air pressure (see fig. 7 (b)

for example). In a few cases, a very small pressure rise was

observed in the corner and oil the step face. It is thought

that there always is a small region near tile step shoulder

where pressures on tile face locally are higher than the dead-

air pressure, since a portion of the separated layer presumably

must be brought to rest on the step face. If the separated

layer at separation is thick, then the expected magnitude of

pressure increase would be small, and if it is very thin, then

tim area over which the pressure increase would occur would

be confined to a small area near the shoulder. This may

explain why a significant pressure variation over the step

face is not often measured. High-speed motion pictures

(taken at 3/°-----2.3 with 2000 to 6000 frames per see.)indi-

cated the pure laminar separation over a step to be steady.
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Most of these characteristics for pure laminar separation

over a step differ from thane for transitional separation illus-

trated in figure 11 (b). In the transitional regime the boun(1-

ary layer is still laminar at separation so the pressure rise

to separation remains about, the same as for pure laminar

separation, but the role of transition is to t)riJlg about much

greater pressure rises before reattachm(nt occurs at the

step. Pressure variation on the step face, now easily meas-

urable, amounts to the order of 0.1 po (see fig. 7 (a) for

example). As Lange (ref. 23) has noticed previously, this

variation implies that sizable subsonic velocities exist within

the reverse flow region just upstream of the step. High-

speed motion pictures indicated tile flow to be unsteady in

the region between transition and reattachment on the stele.

Such unsteadiness might be expected since transition itself

is fundamentally a nonstationary phenomenon. In spite of

this unsteadiness, the white line indicative of laminar flow

appeared reasonably steady over most of its length whenever

transition was relatively far from separation and relatively

close to reattachment. At higher Reynolds number, though,

where transition was close to separation, the angle of separa-

tion appeared unsteady in tile motion pictures as did the

flow downstream of transition.

These qualitative flow conditions again alter on passing
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to the turbulent regime illustrated in figure 11 (c). The

pressure rise to separation now is much larger (about five

times larger), as should be expected. A plateau in pressure

(characteristic of (lead air) does not occur since the eddying

motion of the turbulent layer energizes the air. Pressures

on the step face were found to vary in much the same man-

m,r as for the transitional regime. The flow field observed

ill high-speed motion pictures was not perfectly steady like

the laminar separation was, but, compared to the transi-

tiolml separation, the turbulent separation was relatively

steady. Shock waves occasionally appeared to move

slightly but no appreciable movement of the separated layer

couh[ be detected. This degree of steadiness of turbulent

Sel)aration upstream of a step apI)ears much the same as

thai observed by Bogdonoff and Kepler (ref. 14).

The data in figures 12 through 17 for steps, compression

corners, bases, and curved surfaces show several similarities

within a given regilne to the characteristics just described

for a step at I11o=2.3. It is emphasized that certain quali-

tative similarities exist irrespective of model shape or Maeh

munl)er, or whether the flow is subsonic or supersonic (cf.,

e. g., figs. 11 and 13). Pure laminar separations ((a) por-

tions of figs. 11 through 17) usually involve small pressure

changes and relatively gradual pressure gradients. They

are steady when observed in motion pictures at several

thousand frames per second, s The transitional separations

[or the different configurations ((b) portions of figs. 11 to 17)

revolve severe pressure gradients near transition and usually

were observed to be unsteady. The only transitional-type

separation of those investigated which appeared steady was

that over the base(e, g., fig. 16 (b)). The various turbulent

separations (figs. 11 (c) to 17 (c)) are associated with abrupt

pressure variation near both separation and reattachment.

They were observed to be relatively steady flows except for

the compression corners, which were rather unsteady in

several cases at Mach numbers near shock detachment.

A general feature worth noting concerns the proximity of

shock waves to the boundary layer in the various types of

separated flow. For pure laminar separations the shock

wave associated with separation, as well as the shock wave

associated with reattachment on a fiat surface, does not

enter or originate within the boundary layer (see figs. 14 (a),

16 (a), and 18 (a)). The coalescence of compression wave-

lets into a shock wave occurs at a considerable distance

from the boundary layer. In these cases, there obviously

is no direct interaction of shock wave and boundary layer;

there is, however, strong interaction of the supersonic

external flow and the boundary layer. When pure laminar

separation is induced by the reflection of an incident shock

wave from a laminar boundary layer, the incident wave

necessarily enters and locally interacts with the viscous layer

near the station of impingement, but the shock waves formed

near separation and reattachment do not originate within

tim viscous layer (see fig. 18 (a)). It is only after transition

moves upstream of a reattachment position, thereby bring-

ing about a steep pressure rise, that a shock wave originates

iObviously,notallpurelaminarsel_rationsaresteadyinsubsonicflow.Itiswellknown
that the separated flow behind a cylinder develops into an unsteady vortex trail even at
ReynoldsnumbersnearIDOwheretheseparatedflowisentirelylaminar

partially within the boundary-layer flow near reattachment

on a surface (see figs. 11 (b) through 18 (b)). Similarly,

only after transition moves upstream of separation does a

shock wave originate partially within the boundary-layer

flow near separation.

In the process of varying tunnel pressure, the conversion

from transitiolml-type to turbulent-type separation often

was observed to be irregular and unsteady. During such

conversion, st_adowgraphs were blurred since relatively long

exposure times were used. The pressure distribution was
not smooth since the various orifice-tube connections were

not identical, and thus responded differently to the fluctuat-

ing pressure. An example illustrating these characteristics

is sim_-n in figure 19 (a) in comparison to an example of

steady turbulent flow (fig. 19 (b)). Also, (luring such con-

version t)etween transitional and turbulent regimes, oil film

(lid not accumulate along a threadlike line as it otherwise

did. Instead, oil wandered irregularly over the plate in a

jagged, ran(lonl fashion. It is interesting, perhaps, to note

that similar unsteady conversions have long been observed.

In tile fundamental paper on spheres by Prandtl (ref. 1)

wherein smoke was used to determine the line of separation,

the same type of unsteady flow with jagged separation line

was observed during the conversion from the transitional

regime to the turbulent regime. It. is possible that certain

of the unsteady flow phenomena sometimes found on various

practical devices are intimately related to the unsteadiness

found on these models of simple shape when conditions

were such that the flow was on the verge of conversion

between transitional-type and turbulent-type separation.

Representative Reynolds number effects for the three

regimes.--As previously remarked, a variation in Reynolds

number was found to have only a minor effect on pure

laminar separations. This is illustrated in figure 20 (a).

The ordinate is the pressure rise ]P'--Pl across the reattach-

ment region divided by the pressure p' just downstream of

reattachment. The quantity p is measured at an arbitrary

fLxed point in the separated region. Some of the pure

laminar separations are seen to be affected to a negligible

extent by variation in Reynolds number. This is consistent

with a tlwory to be developed shortly which indicates that

the lack of dependence on Reynolds number is a charac-

teristic of pure laminar separations for which the boundary-

layer thickness at separation is zero or negligible. Other

curves in figure 20 (a) show a small Reynolds number effect

which amounts at the most to about a _-power variation.

[n these cases the boundary-layer thickness at separation is

not negligible. Generally speaking, though, the pure laminar

separations investigated are affected only to a small extent

by variation in Reynolds number.

As might be anticipated, transitional-type separations

behave differently than the pure laminar separations when

subjected to variation in the Reynolds number. The effect

of Reynolds number on various transitional-type separations

is shown in figure 20 (b). Some of these flows are affected

markedly by variation in Reynolds number. When such

large variations were found, it was observed that transition

was relatively near reattachment. For example, the lower

Reynolds number portion of the filled-circle data points
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shows large effects and corresponds to transition relatively

near reattachment, whereas the higher Reynolds number

portion corresponds to transition relatively near separation

and shows much less effect. In most cases, a movement of

transition upstream of reattachment (brought about by an

increase in Reynolds number) increases the pressure rise

through the reattachment region.

Turning now to turbulent flows for which transition is

upstream of separation, the characteristic influence of Rey-

nolds number again changes rather strikingly. The effect

of the variation in Reynolds number on various turbulent.

separations is shown in figure 20 (c). For this type of

separation, the effects of Reynolds number are either small

or negligible.

The typical effects of Reynolds number variation for the

three separation regimes also can be clearly seen from

complete pressure distributions. Some example pressure

distributions for pure laminar separations over a compression

corner at various Reynolds numbers are shown in figure 21

(a). These pressure distributions are only slightly affected

by variation in Reynolds number, as would be anticipated

from the trend illustrated in figure 20 (a). Some example

pressure distributions for transitional separations over a

curved surface at various Reynolds numbers are shown in

figure 21 (b). These data show a large effect of variation

in Reynolds number just as do the data in figure 20 (b).

For example, the pressure drag coefficient of the curved

surface would change by a factor of about 4 over the range

of Reynolds numbers (0.16 to 0.81X 10_) represented. Also

in agreement with the trend of figure 20 (b) for transitional

separations, it is seen from figure 21 (b) that the changes in

final pressure rise with Reynolds number are larger when

transition is relatively near reattachment (Reynolds numbers

from 0.16 to 0.36X106) than when transition is relatively

near separation (Reynolds numbers from 0.36 to 0.81X 10_).

Some example pressure distributions in turbulent separation

at various Reynolds numbers are shown in figure 21 (c).

As previously noted in figure 20 (c), the observed dependence

on Reynolds number is small.

The characteristic influences of Reynolds number varia-

tion as illustrated for these different models also can be

illustrated by a single model. A special model consisting of

three bases in series was investigated on which all three

separation regimes were found to occur simultaneously at:

21 psia tunnel pressure, as may be deduced from study of

figure 22. Although tile results obtained with this special

model are instructive, they do not reveal any new feature

over and above those already illustrated in figures 11

through 17.

Representative Maeh number effects for the three re-

gimes.--Pressure-distribution .curves for pure laminar

separation over a step in the Mach number range between

1.3 and 3.1 are presented in figure 23 (a). These curves are

for RL=0.13X106. The various curves qualitatively are

similar, and exhibit only a small effect of Mach number on

tile streamwise length of dead-air region.

Pressure-distribution curves for transitional separation

over a step in the Mach number range between 1.3 and 3.3

are presented in figure 23 (b) for RL-_0.6X106. These

curves show that transition moves downstream as the Mach

number is increased. At __I0=1.3 the separated laminar

layer is relatively unstable, resulting in transition near sepa-

ration and a large pressure rise above the plateau pressure;

at Mo=3.3 the separated laminar layer is much more stable,

resulting in transition near reattachment and only a small

pressure rise above the plateau.

The effect of Mach number on the pressure distribution

over a step in turbulent flow at Mach numbers between 2.0

and 3.4 is presented in figure 23 (c). These data correspond

to RL_2.6X 10_. The streamwise extent of the interaction

region is seen to be not significantly affected by variations

in Mach number over the range investigated. The peak

pressures, though, are strongly dependent on Mach number.

Significance to wind-tunnel testing.--From one viewpoint

it is fortunate that a variety of separated flows, such as

supersonic flow behind a base, or subsonic flow in a corner,

or the flow induced by a strong shock wave impinging on a

boundary layer, turn out actually to be dominated largely

by a single variable, namely, the location of transition

relative to reattachment and separation positions. On the

other hand, from tile viewpoint of wind-tunnel testing of

prototype models, it is unfortunate that a variable like

transition, which is so elusive to control and difficult to

predict, turns out to be so important. Nevertheless, merely

an understanding of the dominating influence of transition

on separated flows can be helpful. For example, it is clear

that the proper simulation in a wind tunnel of any flow

involving separation in flight, such as large-deflection control

effectiveness, buffeting, or high angle-of-attack force charac-

teristics, would require the relative transition location to be

duplicated between wind tunnel and flight. If the relative

transition location is either downstream of reattachment

(pure laminar separation) or upstream of separation (turbu2

lent separation), then tim precise position of transition does

not critically affect the pressure distribution provided the

relative location is duplicated; but, if transition is between

separation and reattachment (transitional-type separation),

then the precise position is important.

The requirement of matching relative transition location

between wind tunnel and flight appears particularly impor-

tant at hypersonic speeds. Inasmuch as a separated laminar

mixing layer is relatively stable at hypersonic Mach numbers

(see next section), transition can often occur near reattach-

ment in this speed range. Under such conditions, the type

of separation could be transitional in the wind tunnel yet

pure laminar in flight, or vice versa. Even if a separation is

transitional both in wind tunnel and in flight, the type of

flow field can be sensitive to variations in Reynolds number

when transition is near reattachment, as was illustrated by

figures 20 (h) and 21 (b). In the past, interest has focused

more on flow at lower Mach numbers where transition is

relatively near separation, under which conditions a close

matching of relative transition location for transitional

separations is not so important.
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FIGURE 20.--Characteristic effect of Reynolds number variation on

pressure differential for the three regimes.
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Fmua_ 20.--Concluded.
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FIGURE 21.--Reynolds number effect on pressure distribution for the

three flow regimes.
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Fie.usE 23.--Effect of Mach number on the pressure distribution on u

step for the three flow regimes.

REYNOLDS NUMBER RANGE FOR PURE LAMINAR

SEPARATIONS

As the investigation progressed, it became evident that

the prevalence of pure laminar-type separations increased as

the Mach number was increased. In order to put these

qualitative observations on a quantitative basis, data from

various models were examined to determine the maximum

Reynolds number up to which pure laminar separation was
found at each Mach number. Such determinations from

shadowgraphs agreed well with corresponding determinations

from a break in the curves of dead-air pressure plotted against

uoL/vo. The values so obtained for (uoL/vo),_oz were differ-

ent for various models, but for each model they consistently

showed strong dependence on Mach number as illustrated

in figure 24 (a) for various step and base models. Also in-

cluded in this figure are two data points (at Mo=4 and

/1,/,=4.5) determined from an examination of various un-

published spark photographs obtained by Reller and Ha-

maker during their investigation (ref. 20) of base pressure

on bodies of revolution, and one data point determined from

Kavanau's experiments on base pressure (ref. 24). The

close agreement of data from bodies of revolution with that

from two-dimensional models is regarded as accidental.

Also shown in figure 24 (a) for purposes of comparison are

two curves representing the Reynolds number for the be-

ginning and the end of transition on an attached boundary

layer over a flat plate. These two curves correspond to a

Reynolds number per inch of 0.3X 106, as obtained from a

cross plot of the data of figure 6.
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(c) Turbulent separation; RL_2.6X 106.

FIGUaE 23.--Concluded.

Since nmdels of different geometry have different lengths

of separated layer relative to the model length, it wotfld

seem more significant to consider a Reynolds number based

on some typical length of separated layer, rather than on

model length. A pertinent length easy t_) determine from

J
pressure distributions is the length Ax as shown. The max-

imum Reynolds number for the pure laminar regime

(UohX/Vo),_o_ is plotted as a function of Mach number in

figure 24 (b). 6 It is evident from figure 24 (b) that the sta-

bility of a laminar mixing layer increases markedly with an

increase in Mach number. In subsonic flow the separated

laminar layer is stable only to about a Reynolds number

Uo_hZh,,, of 60,000, whereas at Mach numbers near 4 it is

stable to a Reynolds number of about a million.

I In a preliminary report of this research (ref. 12) a slightly different length, z,-x,, between
the reattachment location, z,, and separation location, :_,, was used in place of _. The
length Az can be precisely determined; the length z,-xo was only approximate.
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For purposes of comparison in figure 24 (b), the two curves

are shown which represent the Reynolds numbers for be-

ginning and end of transition on a flat plate. These tran-

sition data "are directly comparable to the separated-flow

data from the present experiments, inasnmch as they were

obtained in the same wind tunnel, with essentially the same

model leading-edge thickness, at approximately the same

tunnel pressures, and under identical conditions of essen-

tially constant pressure and zero heat transfer. The data are

not comparable, however, to flight conditions. Flight con-

ditions involve different rates of heat transfer, and different

levels of external disturbance. Consequently, the quanti-

tative values for Reynolds number in figure 24 (b) are not

of central importance. Instead the important item is that,

compared to an attached laminar boundary layer, the sta-

bility of a separated laminar mixing layer increases markedly
with an increase in Mach number.

It is noted that the data of figure 24 correspond to models

having relatively extensive regions of separated flow; that

is, they represent separated flows wherein the length of sep-

arated layer 5x is roughly 0.5 to 0.7 of the model length L.

If a separated flow extends over only a small portion of the

model length, then the data in figure 24 might not be closely

applicable. An example illustrating this is presented in

figure 25. Here the step height is 0.009L and Ax is the order

Model descriptions
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FIGURe. 24.--Maximum Reynolds number for pure laminar type
separation.
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FIGURE 24.--Concluded.

of 0.3L. Over the Mach number range investigated, these

pure laminar separations extend to higher Reynolds num-

bers than for the main body of data representing relatively

extensive separated regions.

Although the conventional neutral stability theory--

which considers only infinitesimal two-dimensional disturb-

ances-is not a theory for transition, it has indicated certain

trends which transition also follows in some cases. For

example, surface cooling stabilizes a laminar boundary layer

according to both neutral stability calculations and transi-

tion experiments. Neutral stability calculations for the

laminar mixing layer in compressible flow have been made

by Lin (ref. 25) who finds complete stability at Mach num-
bers above 2.5 for conditions of zero heat transfer. It can

be said then that neutral stability theory for certain re-

stricted types of disturbances indicates a strong stabilizing

effect of Mach number on laminar mixing layers in accord-

ance with the present experiments

The experimental result that the stability of a separated

laminar mixing layer increases markedly with an increase in

Mach number provides an explanation of an experimental

characteristic commonly encountered in conducting wind-

tunnel tests. In attempting to trip the laminar boundary

layer for certain wind-tunnel tests, it has been found that

the diameter of wire required increases markedly at the

higher Mach numbers. This can be attributed directly to

the increase in stability of separated laminar mixing layers.
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FmURE 25.--Maximum Reynolds number for pure laminar separation

on step of small height; h/L=O.O09.

If a given wire does not effectively trip the boundary layer,

then the baselike separated flow downstream of the wire, as

well as the steplike separated region upstream of the wire,

are of the pure laminar type. As soon as transition moves

upstream of reattachment in the baselike separation down-

stream of the wire, then the wire trip has effectively pro-

moted transition. Thus, the maximum Reynolds number

for pure laminar-type separation downstream of the wire

corresponds precisely to the minimum Reynolds number re-

quired to fix transition. Winter, Scott-Wilson, and Davies

(ref. 19) have determined quantitatively from experiments

with different wire diameters the critical Reynolds number

(based on wire diameter) which will fix transition for various

Mach numbers. If their data are converted to a Reynolds

number based on Ax, the length of separated laminar layer

upstream and downstream of the wire (5x is roughly 20d

for conditions of their experiments), then a direct comparison

can be made with the data shown in figure 24. Their data

have the same trend as the data in figure 24, but fall about

a factor of 4 below. This situation is consistent with ob-

servations from the present experiments, inasmuch as the

data in figure 24 represent only certain configurations and

the data for other configurations are different (as in fig. 25).

A wire trip represents one configuration which is not con-

ducive to the promotion of extensive laminar separation.

The trend of increasing stability of separated laminar

layers with increasing Mach number may be practically

significant inasmuch as parated laminar flows have certain

uncommon characterist_,,s which might be advan _geous.

After the trend evident in figure 24 was observer: it ap-

peared desirable to investigate theoretically the heat-transfer
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and skin-friction characteristics of certain simple pure

laminar separations. Such analysis is presented in a separate

report (ref. 26) which indicates that the heat transfer and
skin friction are less that those of a comparable attached

laminar boundary layer.

MECHANISM DETERMINING PRESSURE IN SEPARATED

REGIONS AND THEORETICAL EXPLANATION FOR IM-

PORTANCE OF TRANSITION LOCATION RELATIVE TO

REATTACHMENT

Prior to further discussion of experimental results, a

digression is made here in order to develop a theory of the
mechanism which determines the dead-air pressure in a

separated region. This theory is used subsequently to

provide an explanation of the principal experimental result

of the preceding section; namely, that transition location

relative to a reattachment position is of crucial importance

to separated flows.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF LEADING-EDGE SEPARATION

In order to establish a separated flow amenable to a

simple theoretical calculation which requires no empirical

knowledge, and which would thereby be helpful in analyzing

the mechanism governing pressure in separated regions, a

special type of model was investigated which produced

leading-edge separation. This type of separation actually

represents a limiting case both of separations behind a base

and of separations in a compression corner, the limit being

taken in each case as the distance x,, from leading edge to

(i) Leeding-edge seporotion

/ J

{ii) Bose-pressure seporclion

(iii) Compresston-corner separohon

separation, approaches zero. Leading-edge separation is

relatively easy to analyze because the complicated course of

boundary-layer development in the region of pressure varia-

tion between the boundary-layer origin and its position of

separation need not be considered. Also, calculations of the

laminar mixing layer already are available (ref. 27) for

flows of this type wherein the boundary-layer thickness at

separation, 8,, is zero, and the pressure is essentially constant.

These theoretical calculations would apply directly, provided

that transition is excluded from consideration.

Before developing the basic idea for calculating dead-air

pressure, it is advantageous to outline the results of the

laminar-mixing-layer theory which forms the basis for such

calculations. Typical streamlines in the viscous mixing

.-" . ' .- . • ,
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region and a representative velocity profile are depicted

below. A uniform stream of velocity u,, Mach number

Jle, and pressure p, nfixes with a dead-air region (of pressure

In=p,) having dimensions large compared to the thickness

a of file mixing layer. The mixing-layer thickness grows

-" I LdT
i _.... "" " 1 2"7
I -q _" T/ t _Dividing

"'_, 1_"_' is_reamlin-e

parabolically with distance from the origin of nfixing just

as a laminar boundary layer grows, but the rate of growth

is roughly three times that of a corresponding boundary

layer. The velocity profiles at different streamwise stations

are similar; hence, the velocity ratio _/u_ along the dividing

streamline does not change with Reynolds number or with

distance from separation. One consequence of this fact

soon will appear. Moreover, this velocity ratio changes

only slightly with variation in Mach number and in tem-

peraLure-viscosity relationship. Computed vahles, reference

27, of _/u, are obtained by solving the familiar nonlinear

differential equation of Blasius with mffamiliar boundary

('onditions. Some values are tabulated as follows:

Computed values of _,--_/u, (ref. 27)

Maeh nuItlber,

M°
for _,_ T,

0. 587

• 587

• 587

• 587

• 587

['or #,= T, _.76

0. 587

.588

• 501

• 593

• 597

In subsequent calculations, the ratio _/u,=-'5. appears often.

From the table, it is clear that the single value _.=0.587,

corresponding to the linear temperature-viscosity relation-

ship, is a reasonable approximation for all conditions. It

is noted that the tabulated values of _. involve no empirical

constants and are exact within the framework of the

boundary-layer equations.

In the calculation of dead-air pressm'e, the essential

mechanism is considered to be a balance between mass

flow scavenged from the dead-air region by the mixing layer

and mass flow reversed back into the dead-air region by the

pressure rise through the reattachment zone. For steady

flow the dividing streamline at separation as calculated from

mixing-layer theory nmst also be a dividing streamline at

reattachment. If this were not the case air would be either

continually removed from or continually injected into the

dead-air region, and the scavenged mass flux would not

balance the reversed mass flux. The pertinent conditions

are illustrated of the reattachment zone and of the corre-

sponding pressure distribution.

_._O/vlcyI / ,_ a"-./

R

Reattachmenf
zone 1

_Pressure _ _

D_stance
Dr

In order for a particle along a streamline within the mixing

layer to be able to overcome the pressure rise through the

reattachment zone and to pass downstream, its total pressure

pt must be greater than the terminal static pressure p' at

the end of the reattachment zone. As sketched above, par-

ticle (a) passes downstream in this manner. Particle (b),

however, has a low velocity with corresponding low total

pressure and is reversed before the pressure rises from p_ to p'.

The dead-air pressure is determined by requiring 7 that the

total pressure along the dividing streamline as it. approaches
the reattachment zone

(1)

be equal to the terminal static pressure p'. Thus the flow

is divided into two regions: a viscous layer wherein the pres-

sure is assumed to be constant, and a reattachment zone

wherein the compression is assumed to be such that not much

total pressure is lost along the dividing streamline• This

yields

P' (.'2)

5'--1 _ \_/(_-_)P'= "1+_ A/_ )

To cast this equation into a convenient form, it is necessary

to relate__ to the terminal Mach number M', or to the Mach

number M, along the outer edge of the mixing layer. From

the mixing-layer calculations in which the Prandtl number is

assumed to be unity, S the Mach number__" along the dividing

streamline is related to the corresponding velocity _ by the

Busemann isoenergetic integral of the energy equation if the

' As is discussed later, e._ntially the same idea also has been employed effectively to cal-

culate base pressure for turbulent boundary layers in a recent paper by Korst, Page, and
Chflds (ref. 16).

s As long as temperature profiles or hsat-transfer characteristics are not considered, the

assumption Pr- 1 provides a satisfactory approximation for air. For example, at M'_2 the

calculated value of p,gp' for Pr-0.72 (the approximate value for air) is only 0.025 below that

for Pr-1. Consequently, the analysis for Pr=0.72 is not presented here as It is much more

complel, and does not yield a final equation in closed form.
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dead-air temperature Ta is equal to the outer stream total

tenlperature.

and by the Crocco integral if Ta differs from Tu. (See ref.

27.) At present, the dead-air temperature is considered

equal to the recovery temperature (Tt, for Pr=l), so that

Busemann's integral for a perfect gas yields

yp= (_lu,) 2.aL' (4)

Combining the above two equations gives an equation for

dead-air pressure

=I 1+ 3'--1 __/21 _/c_-l'

(1 ___,2) ---2--
(5)

where _,=0.587. Since _, is independent of Reynolds

number, p_ also is independent of Reynolds number. Body

shape affects p_ only through its effect on p', the reference

pressure.

A more convenient equation for Pd/P' can be obtained by

expressing __I, in terms of the Maeh number M' which exists

just downstream of the reattachment zone. Because the

outer edge of the laminar viscous layer curves smoothly, the

trailing shock wave does not form within or near this viscous

layer, and the flow along this outer edge is isentropic.

Hence the values of M' and p' for two-dimensional flow are,

in the terminology of reference 28, the same as the "equivalent

free-stream conditions" approaching separation. For isen-

tropic flow along the outer edge of tile viscous layer

1+_- M,' /= (6)

By combining this with equation (5), there results

M '2-- (1 --_,_)/l/fl (7)

which yields the simple physical interpretation that the

Mach number ratio across the laminar reattachment zone

,II'/M, is a constant equal to (1--_,_)1/2=0.81. Equations

(5) and (7) provide an explicit equation for dead-air pressure.

p'-- 3'--1 M '_

lq- 2 (1--_t,')

(s)

This equation was presented in reference 12 without deri-

vation.

The foregoing theory also would apply to low-speed flow.

445

By taking the limit of equation (8) as 31'-->0, there results

Pd--P' 'd_p£ _ lil/l G lLfr l-]-V"'' 2 1 "_l_'r-') }

_*_ (9)
1--_t, _

or, since _, =0.587,

pa--p r

1

_pU _2

.... 0.526
(10)

Equation (10) for incoinpressible flow, just like equation (8)

for compressible flow, would apply irrespective of the Rey-

nolds number or the shape of the dead-air region.

The chief approximations and restricting assumptions made

in tile foregoing analysis should he noted. One essential

approximation is that the compression is isentropic along the

dividing streamline through the reattachment zone. Actu-

ally there would be some change in total pressure. Another

approximation is that the dividing streamline terminates at

a point where the pressure is p' rather than at the reattach-

ment point where the pressure is p,. Considering these two

facts, the fundamental equation corresponding to equation

(2) would be

P,

Pd-_ / 3"--1 \ _/(_-l_

, _ lq-_"/2 )

where _---p,/_, is a factor (not necessarily less than unity)

representing the "efficiency" of compression relative to that

of an isentropic process. It is evident that the use of p' in

equation (2)--rather than the use of p,/n--entails the disre-

gard of two factors: the pressure rise downstream of reat-

tachment and the viscous effects on the compression along

the dividing streamline. Aside from these approximations

it is to be remembered that the substitution _,=0.587 in

equation (8) is restricted to steady, two-dimensional, pure

laminar, separated flows having zero boundary-layer thick-

ness at the separation point. If the boundary-layer thick-

ness at separation were sizable, equation (8) would still

apply, but the velocity profiles at different stations along the

mixing layer would not be similar and _, would not be 0.587.

The value of _, would have to be calculated by solving the

partial differential equations of viscous flow for each case.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR FLOWS WITH NEGLIGIBLE

BOUNDARY-LAYER THICKNESS AT SEPARATION

There are two features of the theory which Call be tested

quantitatively by present experiments: the absence of a de-

pendence on Reynolds number, and the calculated depend-

ence on Mach number. Three typical shadowgraphs from

tile experiments on leading-edge separation are shown in

figure 26. Unless specified otherwise, the measurements cor-

respond to an attached how wave as in figures 26 (a) and

26 (c) rather than to a detached wave as in figure 26 (b).

.................. : . . ....: . .............
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In principle, equation (8) should apply equally well to both

types of bow wave, as long as ZIl' and p' are known. In

figure 27 the measured variation of Pa/P' with Reynolds num-

bers at .11'= 1.8, where the bow wave is detached, is com-

pared with tile value calculated from equation (8). There

(a) CC35°--2; M==2.3;a=15°;M'_l.5; -- pp --10.9 X103.

(b) CC35°--2 M==2.3;a=35°; M'_2.0; R=_(_=9.2)K10 a.

u'L
(c) CC20°--1; M==2.3; a=--5°; M'_l.3; R=_-=22.SX103.

P

FIGURE 26.--Pure laminar separations with negligible boundary-layer

thickness at separation.
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FmuRz 27.--Absence of significant Reynolds number effect on dead-air

pressure for wedge models with leading-edge laminar separation.

is seen to be no marked variation with Reynolds number. A

similar absence of such variation also was observed at other

Mach numbers investigated (1.3 to 2.0). It is apparent also

from figure 27 that the calculated and experimental values

agree rather well. Agreement of this nature extends to the

other Mach numbers investigated, as is shown in figure 28

where the various data points plotted at each Mach number

represent measurements at different Reynolds numbers. The

several data points corresponding to a detached bow wave

fall somewhat below the general trend, but not far below.

Considering the simple nature of the theory and the fact that

the calculation involves no empirical information or adjust-

able constants, the observed correspondence of theoiy and

experiment is quite satisfactory. This establishes consider-

able confidence in the mechanism postulated for the cal-

culations.

Although the present experiments did not include cases of

pure laminar leading-edge separation at low speeds, some re-

cent experiments of Roshko (ref. 29) approximate such con-

ditions and provide further test of the theory. In order

largely to avoid the usual unsteadiness of subsonic wakes,

Roshko employed the splitter-plate technique. His data for

cylinders and a fiat plate normal to the flow are shown in

figure 29. These data do not show any significant dependence

either on t)ody shape or Reynolds number. This lack of de-

pendence is in accord with the theory. For quantitative

comparison with the theory, it is assumed that p':p=

which is in(licated to be closely the case by several stream-

wise wake pressure distributions presented by Roshko. The

agreement exhil)ited in figure 29 is quite good. The close

agreement shouhl be viewed with reservation inasmuch as the

splitter plates did not always render the flow perfectly steady,

and the mixing layer may not be entirely laminar. The

Reynolds numbers are low enough though (5,000 to 17,000),

so that extensive laminar flow would be expected along the

mixing layer.

F_URg 28.--Comparison of theory and experiment for pure laminar

separations with negligible boundary-layer thickness at separation.
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FZGVRE 29,--Comparison of theory with experiments of

conducted at low speed; ),1'_ 0.

Roshko

For incompressible flow, a comparison of the present theory

can be made with a numerical solution to the full Navier-

Stokes equations obtained by Kawaguti (ref. 30) for the

steady flow over a circular cylinder at Reynolds number 40.

His solution yields a value of --0.55 for the pressure coeffi-

cient at the rear of the cylinder. The corresponding experi-

mental value (ref. 30) is about the same. This is surprisingly

close to the value --0.526 obtained from the present theory.
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Additional evidence as to the soundness of the basic calcu-

lation method is provided by an independent theoretical anal-

ysis of Korst, Page, and Childs (ref. 31), which became avail-

able during preparation of reference 12. In their analysis,

the same basic method is used for calculating dead-air pres-

sure. Since they were concerned with fully turbulent flow

rather than with pure laminar flow, their results complement

the results of the present research. A direct comparison of

their equations with equation (8) cannot be made since they

did not present an explicit equation for dead-air pressure,

but a comparison caT] be made of the various assumptions

employed iu the two analysis. Such comparison i_ldicated

only small, relatively unimportant differences in the two cal-

culation methods. For calculating the velocity ratio 7.

along the dividing streamline they employed a simplified

equation since the rigorous equations for turbulent flow are

unsolvable. They obtain values of 7. for turbulent flow

ranging between 0.62 at zero Macb number to apparently

1.00 at infinite Mach number, whereas the corresponding

value for laminar flow is 0.59, as noted earliel. They

used the oblique shock equations across the reattachment

region, whereas the isentropic equations are applied above

for pure laminar flow. The dead-air pressure was calculated

by equating the total pressure along the dividing streamline

to the static pressure downstream; this is the essential idea

common to both analyses. They obtain very close agreement

with base pressure measurements for turbulent flow over a

wide range of conditions, and this strengthens further the

simple idea common to the two calculations.

It is noted that the values of pd/p' in figure 28 for pure

laminar separations with _0 are not much greater than

for turbulent base pressure measurements (ref. 17) with

_,_0. From the theoretical viewpoint, this arises because

the corresponding values of _. are not greatly different.

Thus, a thin reattaching laminar layer can undergo a pressure

rise comparable to that of a thin reattaching turbulent

layer. Hence, with 8,_--0, the movement of transition from

downstream to upstream of reattachment would not marked-

ly alter such flows. Experiments confirm this. For example,

at Reynolds numbers beyond those shown in figure 27, at

which the separations on both CC35°--1 and CC35°--2

were transitional, the values of p_/p' were only slightly

smaller. On the other hand, when 8, is relatively large and

_. for laminar flow is much less than 0.587 (corresponding

to 8,=0), then the movement of transition from downstream

to upstream of reattachment can markedly alter flow con-

ditions.

In regard to theoretical methods for calculating dead-air

pressure in a separated flow, it is noted that there is one

aspect of the Crocco-Lees theory (ref. 9) which appears to

be at variance with both the present theory and with certain

experiments. This aspect is discussed in Appendix B.

AN EXPLANATION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF TRANSITION LOCATION

RELATIVE TO REATTACHMENT

The basic mechanism assumed in the calculations of dead-

air pressure appears well confirmed and thus can be used

now to provide an explanation of one of the main experi-

mental results described earlier, namely, an explanation of

why a separated flow changes markedly when transition

526597---60--30
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moves upstream of the reattachment position. For equi-

librium, the basic requirement is that the mass flow scav-

enged (m .... ) from the dead-air region by the mixing layer

balance the mass flow reversed (m,,o) by the pressure rise

through the reattachment zone. This can be made clear by

considering the variation of rn.... and m,, with dead-air

pressure for conditions removed from equilibrium. It is

assumed temporarily that transition is slightly downstreanl

of reattachment. For simplicity the external flow is assumed

to be supersonic and two-dimensional. If pd/p' is near

unity the mixing layer is long and m .... is large

_d higher than equilibrium; msca, ' >> rare v

since it depends on the product p,u, as well as the length of

mixing; but if Pd/p' is near zero, the mixing layer is short,

p,u, is small,

/

Pd lower than equilibrium "

mscQ,, << mrev

and m .... is small. Thus the scavenged air increases as p_

increases, as illustrated. The reversed flow, however,

follows an opposite trend;

I

m

Transition downstream of R

------ Transition upstream of R

/

""2

0 I

if P4/P' is near unity, the pressure rise p'--p_ is small and

m_,0 is small, but if p_/p' is near zero the pressure rise is

large and m,, is large; hence, m,, decreases as p_ increases,

as illustrated in the mass-flow curves. Intersection of the

curves determines pd for equilibrium (provided no mass flow

is injected or removed by external means). If transition

were now to move suddenly to a new position slightly up-

stream of reattachment, say, to the position of the dotted
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line in the lower right portion of the following sketch repre-

senting the equilibrium

Equilibrium _; R

/7?SCGv : Fr_, re v

condition, then m,_, would tie affected only negligibly since

the distance between transition and reattachment is negli-

gible compared to the distance between separation and

transition. The new m .... curve (dotted line in the above

mass-flow curves) wouhl be close to the corresponding m .....

representing transition slightly downstream of reatta('hnaent

(solid line in the above mass-flow curves). Because of the

turtmlen('e, however, the m,. curve wouhl t)e mu('ll lower.

The energy imparted to the low-velocity portion of the

mixing layer wouhl be much increased by the transport of

eddies from the outer stream and this energizing process

would greatly reduce the amount of air reversed for a given

t)ressure ratio p,#p'. The new equilibrium dead-air pressure

wouhl bc represented by the intersection of dotted mass-flow

('urves. As transition moves upstream of reattachment,

therefore, tile ratio Pa/P' would be expected to decrease

substantially. This agrees with the experimental observa-

tions described earlier, irrespective of whether the separation

is induced by a base, compression corner, curved surface,

step, or a_l incident shock wave.

Transition actually should begin to affect a separated

tlow as soon as it occurs in the smaU reeompression region

downstream of the rcattachment point, even if negligible

turbulence exists upstream of the reattachment point. In

this region, where the pressure is between p_ and p', the

introduction of tm'bulence would permit a greater pressure

rise p'--p, to occur after the reattachment point, and this

wouhl change tile dead-air pressure. Obviously transition

is not a steady, point phenomenon, but is spread over some

distance. Strictly speaking then, the pure laminar regime

would end as soon as appreciable turbulence occurs in the

downstream portion of a reattachment zone. A separated

ttow that is luminar only to the rcattachment point could be

quite different from the pure laminar type, which is defined

as being laminar through the reattachment zone.

CHARACTERISTICS INDEPENDENT OF THE MODE OF

INDUCING SEPARATION (FREE INTERACTIONS)

During the course of ex-perimentation, it was observed

that certain characteristics of separated flows did not depend

on the object shape or on the mode of inducing separation.

Similar observations previously trove been made in tile re-

searches of Gadd, Holder, and Regan (ref. 15) and of Bog-

donoff and Kepler (ref. 14). Any phenomenon near separa-

tion which is independent of object shape would not depend

on geometric boundary conditions which describe the flow

downstream, but would depend only on the simultaneous

solution of the equations for flow in the boundary layer

together with the equations for flow external to the boundary

layer. Such flows that are free from direct influences (though

not free from indirect influences) of downstream geometry,

and are free from complicating influences of the mode of

inducing separation, arbitrarily will be termed "free inter-

actions" for brevity. In the present section, some pressure

distributions are compared first for a given body in super-

sonic and in subsonic tlow. Free interaction is observed in

supersonic separation, though not in subsonic separation

on this body. A simple amdysis is then made of the Reynohls

number dependence of free interactions in supersonic flow.

Subsequent to this analysis, various experimental results

are presented and compared with tile analysis where possible.

RESULTS FOR VARIOUS SEPARATED FLOWS

Difference between subsonic and supersonic separa-

tions.--A fundamental difference between subsonic and

supersonic separations can t)e seen fl'om pressure distribu-

tions obtained at various Reynohls nund_crs in subsonic

and in supersonic flow for a given nmdel gcoinetry. Meas-

ured distributions for laminar separation ahead of a 10 _

compression corner in subsonic flow are shown in figure 30 (a)
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(b) Supersonic ; CC 10 ° - 2; 31o = 2.0.

Fret:RE 30.--Comparison of subsonic and supersonic flows at various

Reynolds numbers.

together with the calculated distribution that would exist

in an incompressible, inviscid fluid (dotted line)? At these

subsonic speeds (0.4_<._/=_<0.8) variation in Re3nmlds

number brings about only smell changes in pressure dis-

I These calculations were made with small-disturbance theory by superimpo6ing the ap-

propriate thickness pressure distributions for wedges with the appropriate tilt pressure dis-
tribution for an inclim d fiat plate.
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tribution and no measurable change in pressure rise to

separation ((p,--po)/q, is equal to 0.084-0.005 for all R).

Moreover, the distribution is roughly that which would

exist in an inviscid flow, as represented by the dotted line.

In contrast, the pressure distributions shown in figure 30 (h),

which also were obtained on a 10° compression corner, ill

the same wind tunnel, and over tile same Reynolds number

range, exhibit relatively large changes in pressure distribu-

tion as well as easily measurable changes in the position of

and the pressure rise to separation. Further contrast is

exhibited by the disparity between the measured distribu-

tions at supersonic speed and the calculated distribution

for inviscid flow (a constant pressure with discontinuous

jump as indicated by the dotted line). These data illustrate

how the pressure distribution in subsonic flow near and up-

stream of separation is determined primarily by tiw inviscid

flow pressure distribution about the object shape, and only

secondarily by the Reynolds number dependent interaction

between boundary layer and external flow; wilereas, in super-

sonic flow, the pressure distribution near separation is de-

termined primarily by a Reynolds number dependent inter-

action (free interaction) and only secondarily by the inviscid

flow pressure distribution.

Only in supersonic flow were free interactions commouly

observed in the present experiments. The fact that they

were not observed at subsonic speed does not necessarily

mean timt free interactions cannot occur at such speeds.

Lighthill (ref. 32) has made an analysis of the incompressible

flow upstream of a step, which, in effect, assumes that the

pressure distribution is determined by interaction of bound-

ary layer and external flow. In tile present experiments,

relatively small steps were employed and the pressure dis-

tribution was determined primarily by the geometry of the

model, and only secondarily by interaction phenomena.

Consequently, the present experiments and Lighthill's

theory for incompressible flow upstream of a step are not

comparable. It would appear possible, by using a step

with larger ratio of step height to plate length, and a model

with smaller leading-edge angle, that the pressure distribu-

tion in subsonic flow might be determined primarily by

interaction phenomena and only secondarily by external

constraints imposed ttu'ough model geometry.

Simplified analysis for free-interaction regions.--tf a

pressure distribution is determined locally by free inter-

action of boundary layer and external supersonic flow,

then the applicable equations are the momentum equation

for steady flow in the viscous layer coupled with the follow-

ing equation for external supersonic flow:

p,u_2 d_*

P=Pi,_i_-[ _ dx (11)

This equation would apply for both laminar and turbulent

flow. For the special case of free interaction in regions

where the inviscid pressure distribution (first term in eq.

(11)) is constant or is small compared to the interaction

term, certain information about the effects of Reyimlds

number can be extracted from order-of-magnitude argu-
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ments alone. Since the rate of boundary-layer growth is

small, equation (11) for a free interaction is written as

P--t'o 2 dS* (12)
qo _":1_o2-1 dx

The subscript o designates conditions at the beginning of

interaction, that is, at. the downstream-most point upstream

of which the pressure is sensibly the saane as the inviscid

flow. If l_ is a length characteristic of the streamwise ex-

tent of free interaction, then order-of-magnitude considera-

tions applied to equation (12) yield

P--Po -.. _*
(13)

qo I, G_[o2- l

Turning now to tile equation for viscous flow, tile usual

boundary-layer momentum equation

6u, 6u dpq 6-r (14)
Pu_x-C-PV Dy= dx by

would apply provided the transverse pressure gradients

within the layer are small compared to the streamwisc

gradients. This would be the case for lanfinar flow but is

questionable for turbulent flow, since the detailed surveys

of Bogdonoff and Kepler (ref. 14) at ,1io=2.9 reveal tile

average transverse gradient near separation to be larger, in

fact, than the streamwise gradient. Since large curvature

of streamlines is required for large transverse pressure gra-

dients, and since the streamlines must approach straight lines

in the immediate vicinity of a straight wall, it follows that

only in the outer part of a boundary layer is the streanfline

curvature large near separation and the turbulent boundary-

layer equations locally questionable. For this reason, the

boundary-layer equation is applied at tile wall where it

becomes

dp (_r_
Y_=\_/_ (15)

This application places emphasis on the low-velocity part of

the boundary layer, which appears desirable in analyzing the

flow approaching separation. By applying order-of-magni-

tude considerations to equation (15) there result s for constant

Mach number 31o,

P --Po ._. rw ,_ two

I, _ -_, (16)

In this last step, the wall shear r_o at the beginning of inter-

action has been taken as a measure of the variable wall

shear r=. What this and the previous steps amount to is the

consideration of a family of similar flows having a fixed Math

number, but differing in the Re)molds number.

Mach number dependent factors have been omitted from

equation (16) since they arise from density variations across

the boundary layer and would be smoothly varying functions

of Me. In contrast, the factor (_/M_-_--I) -_ arising from

density variat, ions along the edge of the boundary layer was

retained in equation (13) since it is a singular function at

21/o=1, and would be the dominant factor if lllo is only
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shghtly greater than 1. By multiplying equations (16) and

(13) there results

/--

qo \qo_/21lo _- 1/ (Xlo 2-1) _i

and, by dividing them, there results

t, j qo 1
5" \r_o_./jlIo,--1] _./_o(2IIo_--l)_i (18)

For convenience, the ratio _I of skin friction at a given

Reynolds number to skin friction at a Reynohis number of

one million, is introduced

(C,o)
_r =--(CIo)R=IO_ (19)

At constant Mo, then, equations (17) and (18) become

P--po._._._ (17a)
Po

1_,.1 (18a)

Equation (17a) was originally presented in reference 12

without derivation. Curves of _f_t as a function of Reynolds

nunlber are shown in figure 31 for both laminar and turbu-

lent boundary layers. The curves for laminar layers rep-

resent a (R,_o)-_i variation. The curves for turbulent layers

represent the variation indicated by the Kfirmfin-Schoenherr

equation applicable to incompressible flow. A more accurate

variation applicable to compressible turbulent flow is un-

known at present.

The above results, as regards variation with Reynolds

number, would apply to the pressure rise in either laminar

or turbulent flow, provided the flow is determined by free

interaction and not complicated by influences of downstream

geometry; they would apply to the separation pressure rise

(P,--Po), to the peak or plateau pressure rise (p_,--po), and

to the over-all configuration pressure rise for incipient sepa-

ration if such rises were determined by free interaction. For

the particular case of pressure rise to a laminar separation

point, equation (17a) agrees with the first analysis of this

problem made by Lees (ref. 33), who obtained a R_o-_ vari-

ation. Subsequent analyses have obtained different results

(e. g., R:o-+_ variation in ref. 34). It should be noted that

the approach used above considers interaction of boundary

layer and external flow to be tile heart of the problem (as

also is considered, though in more detail, in refs. 9, 33, and

35). Other approaches to the problem of boundary-layer

separation in supersonic flow have disregarded this interac-

tion (e. g., refs. 36, 37, and 38).

Experiments on effects of geometry, Reynolds number,

and Mach number for laminar separation.--Inasmuch as the

pressure distribution in laminar separation depends on

Reynolds number and Mach number, it is necessary in as-

sessing the effects of model geometry to hold these numbers

fixed. Some pressure distributions obtained with four dif-

ferent models--a step, a compression corner, a curved sur-

___. i::---- * -;:'?1_ :'1" h'_:h Jlt:i:_ t_[:H , Ll_.iJ
" .... _ ........... : ;_ ! il :l:::[! [ t I_ I [ I [1

.8

.7

,6 -*'l

O n 2 3 4 6 8 I0 "

R: u°x°
_ uo

(a) Laminar flow.

(b) Turbulent flow.

FIaURE 31.--Square root of local skin friction as function of Reynolds

number.

face, and an incident shock model--are presented in figure 32

for the fixed conditions of Mo=2.3 and R_o----0.20X10 ".

The dotted lines rising from terminal data points designate

the eventual rise in pressure observed as the separated

laminar layer either begins to reattach or to be affected by

transition. It is evident that the pressure distribution does

not depend significantly on the mode of inducing laminar

sepai'ation (this independence will be further substantiated

P

._.rT'S . . l I I i I 1 !"o r m22_.[ cqo - i  5o- ,,/, i

separation po,nt l,n.___...._ 1 .,,._ __..Jr.2 '

---f fg 38 ) __- N,.-.-,,- - /7777z_ __

-.4 0 .4 .8 t.2 1.6 2D 2.4

Xo

FmUR_. 32.--Independence of pressure distribution and method of

inducing laminar separation ; M.= 2.3; R_o= 0.204- .0_X 10%
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in subsequent figures). Such pressure distributions repre-

sent free interactions.

To assess the influence of Reynolds number, only the

Mach number is held fixed. As is illustrated by the data

in figure 33 for Mo=2.3, the curves for various Reynolds

F]C, UR_ 33,--Effect of Reynolds number on pressure distribution in

laminar separation; 31o= 2.3.

numbers are qualitatively similar but quantitatively quite

different. An analogous spread of the curves was observed

at tile other supersonic Maeh numbers investigated. For

quantitative comparison with results from the simple di-

mentional analysis, the pressure at separation, p,, and the

plateau pressure, p_, are plotted in figure 34 as a function

of R_o. Common reference lines (dashed) are sho_al in both

figures 34 (a) and 34 (b), from which it appears that both p,

and p_ approximately follow the same curve irrespective of

whether transition is upstream or downstream of reattach-

ment. Actually, when the type of separation changes from

pure laminar to transitional, the distance Xo changes, but not

the relation between pressure and R_o. It is noteworthy

that the result from the simple order-of-magnitude analysis

of free interactions (5p/po.,_.,_(R_o)-'_ for laminar flow)

is in good agreement with the experimental data over the

wide range of R% investigated (1.2X104 to 1.2)<108).

Attention is called to several restrictions pertinent to the

correlation of the laminar pressure rise data of figure 34.

One such restriction is to two-dimensional flow. The oil-

film technique revealed readily any flow that was not two-

dimensional. Shadowgraphs likewise indicated occasional

departures from two-dimensional flow. An example of this,

where the shadowgraph indicates multiple separation lines

(and the oil film similarly indicated lack of two-dimensional-

ity) is shown in figure 35. The downstream geometry of

this particular model was not uniform across the span.

Under such conditions the peak-pressure rise was found to be

less (up to about 30 percent) than for the correlated data of

figure 34. In figure 36 some data are presented which

illustrate an additional restriction for correlation of transi-

tional data, namely, that transition not be too close to

separation. In this figure the pressure at three different

points is plotted for a step model: the pressure at separation

p,, the plateau pressure pt, and the pressure measured in

the step corner p_. At Reynolds numbers below 10s the

FIGURE 34.--Effect of Reynolds number on pressure rise to separation

and plateau pressure.

FIGURI_ 35.--Shadowgraph indicating lack of two-dimensional flow;

S--3; M°=3.0; RL=0.57X 106.

separation is of the pure laminar type, since p_ does not differ

from pp; both p,--po and pp--po are close to the dashed lines

representing tile correlation of figure 34. Between Reynolds

numbers of 105 and about 2.5X 10_, the separation is of the

transitional type since pC rises well above pp, but both

p,--po and pp--po still follow the same R%-¼ variation as

the correlated data. Above R,o-----2.5X10_ , the separation

type remains transitional, and the pressure distributions

(not shown) reveal transition to be approaching closely the

separation point. Both p, and pp depart from the correlated

data above this Reynolds number. When transition is close

to separation, the flow in the neighborhood of separation

would not be expected to be steady and often was not.

Examination of various data obtained in tile present experi-

ments revealed two sufficient conditions for correlation:

(1) that the pressure distribution have a length of sensibly

constant plateau pressure not less than about 1.5 times the

./
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I"[(;I:RE 36.--lJata illustrating restriction for correlation of tr'tnsitional

data; S-3; _1o=2.3.

length over which it takes the pressure to rise from Po to p_;

(2) that the disturbance due to transition--as measured by

the magnitude of pressure rise above the laminar plateau--

not exceed two to three times the pressure rise to the laminar

plateau. No necessa_ 5, conditions for correlation could be

observed from the data obtained, but it would be expected

from theoretical considerations that the laminar separation

should be steady and have at least a short length of plateau.

These, various restrictions may account for the lack of

consistency in some previous measurements of pressure rise

i, laminar separation.

The fact that (p,--po)/po and (P_--Po)/Po in laminar flow

vary nearly as .x/_,',.R,;o-_, in agreement with the simple

dimensional analysis, encourages a further test of the

analysis by examination of the entire pressure distribution.

In laminar flow _*.,.x(R=)-½"-'x_1, so that equation (18a) for

the ('haraeteristie interaction distance l_ becomes

. t_* XoC! :-

_ _ __. ,'_,Xo_,Cf (_9)

Sin('c Ap/p_y'_, it follows that correlation of the pressure-

distribution curves wouhl be expected by plotting [(P--Po)/

po](_'/)-_'_ versus [(x--xo)/xo](e_,)-';L A plot of the data in

figure 33 using these sl)eeial coordinates is shown in figure

37. Data from a compression cornet', a curved surface, two

steps, and an incident shock-wave-induced separation are

included in this figure. The various pressure distributions in

the special coordinate system appear independent of Rey-

nolds number as well as independent of object shape in

conformity with the simple analysis of free interactions.

In view of the correlation observed for Reynohls number

effects on tim pressure distribution in laminar separation,

it follows that the essential results pertaining to pressure

rises can be obtained from a plot of the quantities [(p+--po)/

po](_) -'A and [(p_--po)/po](e_,)-_ as functions of Math num-

ber. Such a plot is shown in figure 38. Near 11Io=1 the

singularity (31oz--1)-;i siiould dominate in equation (17)

and die plateau pressure rise (p_--po)/qo should asymptoti-

cally follow a (Me _- 1)-_ variation as ._Io approaches unity.

tience (p,--po)/po stiould asymptotically follow a :Ilo_'(Mo _-

1)-_ variation. The (lotted line in figure 38 represents

..... P-Po Mo_ _ i _ _ i , _

i

o-- i I i i I t I J , J ! i +
I 2 5 4

Mo

FIeURm 38.--Effect of Mach number on characteristics of laminar

separation for a scri['s of model configurations and Reynolds

numbers.

such a variation. Unfortunately the data do not extend to

sufficiently low Mach numbers to test critically the predicted

increase in pressure rise near _]1o=1. Over the range of

data obtained, however, there is surprising consistency with

the theoretical variation. This consistency accidentally ex-

tends to supersonic Math numbers much higher than could

be expected from a knowledge of the assumptions made in

the analysis.

Experiments on effects of geometry, Reynolds number, and

Mach number for turbulent separation.--The pressure

distributions for turbulent separation over a step, a compres-

sion corner, and a curved surface are shown in figure 39 (a).

Ttiese distributions are for a constant Mach number of 2.0

and a constant Reynolds number of 3.1X10% Only the

model shape differs for these three pressure distributions.

The three curves are essentially the same up to the separa-

tion point, but. beyond this they begin to depart from each

other. It is evident also from figure 39 (a) that the separated

flow over a step is the only flow of those investigated which

exhibits a definite peak in the pressure distribution within

i
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the separated region. Analogous results are presented in

figure 39 (b) for three similar configurations at a Mach

number of 3.0• In this case the three curves practically

coincide for a short distance downstream of separation, but

do not coincide at the station where tile peak in pressure

occurs for the step. This result is similar to one of Bogdonoff

and Kepler (ref. 14) wile compared distributions for a step

and a strong incident shock.

It is evident already that there is an essential difference

between the qualitative characteristics of laminar separations

and turbulent separations. Since turbulent separations

follow a single curve only as far downstream as the separation

point (or perhaps a little farther), only the flow up to the

separation point would represent free interaction; the flow

downstream of separation, and hence the peak pressure,

would not. A possible exception might be the step which

shows a definite peak pressure, but the other configurations

investigated definitely do not represent free interaction

phenomena downstream of the point of separation. ]n

contrast, for laminar separations the pressure distribution

well downstream of separation--including the plateau pres-

sure-represents a free-interaction-type flow for all of the

various configurations tested.

In order for the pressure distributions up to separation to

represent a free interaction independent of the mode of in-

ducing separation, it is necessary that 1he flow be steady.

i£
-.o4 o .04 .o8 .12 .16 2.0 .24

x_Z¢
xo

(a) M.=2.0; R%=3.1X10 _

FmURE 39.--Effect of body shape on the pressure distribution for

turbulent separation at a fixed Maeh number and Reynolds

number.
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' "'x_'l Shghtly unsleody

flow _

ApproxlmoTe segQratlon

point (fig 45)

]

o _ S-10 (trip 4)

o _ CC25°-5 (trip 4)

O _ CS30°-I (trip 41

0 .04 .08 J2

xo

(b) Mo--3.0; R%--3.IX 10 _

16 .20 24

FIGURE 39.--Concluded.

Actually, the curved-surface model (represented by diamond

symbols) in figure 39 (b) shows a little irregularity in pressure

distribution which is attributed to a slight unsteadiness of

the turbulent separation over this particular model. At

%[ach numbers lower than that represented in figure 39 (b),

the turbulent, separation on this model was sufficiently un-

steady to bring about both irregularities in pressure distri-

bution as well as sizable departures from the mean curves

representing steady turbulent separatmns. An example is

illustrated in figure 40 (a) which corresponds to a Mach

number of 2.4. Since the turbulent separation on the

curved-surface model is unsteady, the interaction takes place

over a much larger streamwise distance that for the steady

turbulent separations (on the step and the compression

corner). Evidence of the unsteadiness is provided by the

jagged pressure distribution and by the lack of sharpness in

the corresponding shadowgraph in figure 40. It should be

emphasized that most of the turbulent separations were

relatively steady and unsteadiness to the degree illustrated

in figure 40 was more an exception than a rule.

In assessing the effects of variation in Reynolds number

on turbulent separations it is necessary to keep the model

shape and the Mach number fixed. This requirement is

unlike the case for laminar separation where only the Mach

number needed to be held fixed. Some pressure distribu-

tions at various Reynolds numbers are shensi in figure 41 for

turbulent separation over a step at a %[ach number of 2.0.
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26 //
S-IO (trip 4)

2.2"_o d'd: ,-Unsteady flow
1.8 I t

o _S-I0 (trip 4) CC20_'-2 (trip 4)

[] _CC20°-2 (trip 41

1.4 -

_CS30°- I (trip 4)

,, 19/

hO _ CS30 °- I (trip 4)

-.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 .20 .24 (b)
x-x o

xo

(a) Pressure distribution. (b) Shadowgraphs.

FIC,_'RE 40.--Effects of flow unsteadiness on the pressure distribution and the corresponding sh:tdowgraphs for turbulent separation; Mo=2.4;
R.o= 2.7X 106.
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Fmunz 41.--Effect of Reynolds number on the pressure distribution

for a step with turbulent separation; M.=2.0.

The step model is s'.,lected inasmuch as it is the only model

of those investigated which exhibits a clearly defined peak

in pressure distribution. The data of figure 41 cover a

range in Reynolds number corresponding to a variation by a

factor of about 7 to 1, and show no large effect of such varia-

tion. These particular data do show, however, a small but

consistent effect in the direction of decreasing peak pressure

with increasing Re3amlds number. The trend of decreasing

pressure rise with increasing Reynolds number is the same

as that predicted by the simple analysis for free interactions

which indicates the pressure rise to vary as _rEs. A quanti-

tative comparison of this theoretical result with the measure-

ments on step model S-10 (trip 4) over the _/o range between

2.0 and 3.4 is presenter[ in figure 42. The various lines shown

represent a variation proportional to X_ for turbulent flow.

At a Maeh number of 2.0 the data indicate somewhat less

variation than _, but at Mach numbers near 3 they

indicate somewhat greater variation. Part. of the experi-

mental variation, particularly at the higher Mach numbers,

is due to the fact, that the effective origin of the turbulent

boundary layer was not always at the boundary-layer trip.

At low tunnel pressures, where the boundary-layer trip was

not completely effective, transition could be anywhere be-

tween the trip and the beginning of separation. Data points

taken under these conditions are represented by filled symbols

in figure 42. For such points the Re3lmlds number plotted

is somewhat greater than the effective Reynolds number of

the turbulent boundary layer; consequently, small arrows

have been attached to these points, indicating the direction

in which they would move if plotted as a function of the true

effective Re,molds number. It is noted that these points

with arrows correspond to a pure-laminar-type separation

!
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Open symbol--Transition near base of the boundary-

layer trip.

S-IO (trip ,4)

Filled symbol-Transition location between the bose of the

boundary-layer trip and the beginning of

pressure rise; therefore the correct

Reynolds number is less than the value

shown.

107
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behind tile base of the trip (as determined by measurements

of base pressure on the trip) but to a fully turbulent separa-

tion over the step.

Although the data m figures 41 and 42 for model S-10

(trip 4) show a consistent decrease in peak pressure rise with

increasing Reynohls number, not all of the data for turbulent

separations showed this trend. Model S-5 (trip 2) revealed

no appreciable variation in p_--po with R=o over the range of

M_ an{] R,, investigated. Similarly, Love fret. 39) found

no appreciable variation of p_--po with R,o over a wide range

of Mo and R,o. On the other hand, the several compression-

corner and curved-surface models investigated herein ex-

hibited essentially the same trend of decreasing p,,--po with

increasing R,, as model S-10 (trip 4). The reason for these

different results is not known. These apparent di_,repan-

cies, however, are consistent with the interpretation _imt the

flow downstream of supersonic turbulent separation--unlike

the flow downstream of supersonic laminar separation--

usually is not a free-interaction phenomenon, and, thus

should not necessarily follow a variation approximately

as _/_.

In figure 43 a con_ _,rison is made between the measured

variation with Reynolds number of the pressure rise to a

turbulent separation point and the theoretical variation

predicted by the analysis. In this comparison, various model

shapes are employed inasmuch as p,--po (unhke p_--po) is

regarded as being determined by free interaction. Experi-

mental data of Gadd, Holder, and Regan fret. 15) are shown

in figure 43 by the dashed lines. The calculated trend pro-

portional to _ is seen to be in approximate, though not

accurate, agreement with the various measurements.

As a further test of the dimensional analysis for turbulent

free interactions, pressure measurements can be plotted in

coordinates which should make the pressure distributions--

at least up to tile separation point--independent of both

Re)molds number and object: shape. According to equations

(17) and (18), the quantity [(p--po)/po]_f -_/2 should be

plotted against (x--xo)/(_*_F1/_), just as in the case of laminar

separation. In the absence of better information, _*/Xo for

turbulent flow is taken as proportional to _._0 The appro-

priate longitudinal coordinate is then [(X--Xo)/Xo]Sf _/_. A

replot of the data of figure 41 in these appropriate coordinates

is presented in figure 44. By observing that P/Po is plotted

in figure 41 and Ap/po in figure 44, it is seen that the small

spread due to variation of Reynolds number is approximately,

though not entirely, accounted for by the simple analysis.

The same coordinates which correlate the pressure distribu-

tion in laminar separation up to the plateau pressure, also

correlate reasonably well the turbulent separation data up

to at least the separation pressure.

The effect of Mach number on the pressure rise to the

l0 Approximate formulae for incompressible turbulent flow with l/7-power velocity profile

are: _'_b'..'x(R,)-_/_and _f_R, -_/_. These combine to give_'/z_-ct. Ifmore refinedanalysis

is made, such as by combining the wall law with the velocitydetect law for Incompress[b|e

flow, then $°/zisproportionalto about the 1.2power of _t. At present,appropriate formulae

tot compressible flow are not accuratelyknown; hence the simplest relation$'/_t isused.
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S-5 (1rip 3)

S-4(trip I)

1////////

_ CC25"-5 (trip I)

_ S-IO(trip 4)

////////

i_ _" Holder and

Regon (ref 15)/////////////

Ps-P° ,/_-'(see fig 31)
Zo

FIGURE 43.--Reynolds number effect on pressure rise to turbulent separation for various Mach numbers.
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S-IO UrlD 4)

0

-.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 .20 .24

x-xg_

Fioc_ 44.--Correlation of pressure distribution at various Reynolds

numbers for turbulent separation over a step; Mo=2.0.

turbulent separation point of various models is sho_n in

figure 45. The pressure rise (p,--p,)/p° is divided by _

as this would roughly account for the influence of Reynolds

number. Data from various sources for steps, compression

corners, and incident shock reflections are included in this

figure. Two different techniques were employed in measur-

ing the separation point as indicated in the figure legend.

The Reynolds number range for the data from the present.

investigation is 0.3 to 6.0X10_; whereas for the data of

Bogdonoff it is approximately 8 to 36X10 _ and for the

24 r .

Mode Techmque

o ,_4 HrlD }

13 S-5 frll3 2)

0 S-5 Unp 5} Od fdm

2.0 _, S-IO Unp 4]

CC25°-5 ur_o

}odd. Holder sra Regan (re _ 5} _

a nooenl sncc_ ano Probe
comDresslor corner

Bogdonoff (ref 13)

Ps-_o _ Step Od fdm

_20,_f 0 nc c_en, snocK l Ond
probe ] "

!

.0 14 .8 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4

Mo

!1

le_oua_ 45.--Effect of Mach number on pressure rise to separation

point for turbulent flow for steps, compression corners, and incident

shocks.
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data of Gadd, Holder, and Regan it is from 2 to 8X 10t A1-

thougll there is considerable scatter in the measurements

(since the pressure rise to the separation point is a difficult

quantity to measure accurately), there is no systematic trend

discernible between the various configurations. This is

consistent with the view ttmt the pressure rise to a separation

point in supersonic turbulent flow is a free-interaction phe-

nomenon and should 1)c independent of thc mode of inducing

separation.

The effect of Math numl)er on peak pressure rise for steps

in turl)uh,nt flow is shown in figure 46. Data from expert-

: A :4
:0 : :: 0. :::::_

ded area represents regton

of peok pressure I

I t I 1 I
I 6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 40

Mo

£']c,uR_: 46.--Effect of Maeh number on peak pressure ratio for steps
with turbulent separation.

_'-Separation pressure ratio for

R_o=106 (fig 45)

r

meats of Bogdonoff (ref. 13) and Love (ref. 39) are included

in this figure. Two extremes are represented for Bogdonoff's

data at each Mach number; they correspond to the smallest

and largest step heights used in his experiments. At :Mach

numbers above about 2.6 the present measurements for S-6

(trip 1) show considerably higher values of pp--po than do the

measurements of Bogdonoff and Love. The large spread

of data, as represented by the crosshatched area, is attributed

primarily to the effect of boundary-layer thickness on pj,--po.

hlodels for which the step height h is considerably smaller

than ao (e. g., the lower data points of Bogdonoff in fig. 46)

yield peak pressure values only slightly greater than the

separation pressure, whereas the model with the largest

ratio h/a (model S-6 with trip 1 for which h/a_6) yields

the largest values for peak pressure. The upper limit of

Bogdonoff's data corresponds to an intermediate case of

h/5 _ 2.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions which follow were drawn mainly from

experiments with boundary layers of essentially constant

pressure preceding a two-dimensional separated region.

EMPHASIS ON THE EFFECT OF TRANSITION

Sufficiently wide variations in model geometry (steps, bases,

compression corners, curved surfaces, shock reflections)

were covered to regard the conclusions as rather general,

although some of these conclusions may not apply for an

initial boundary-layer history of strongly rising or falling

pressure.

1. For a given model shape, the location of transition

relative to the reattachment and separation positions is

dominant in controlling the characteristic features of pres-

sure distribution irrespective of Maeh number and Reynolds
number. This dominance leads to classification of each

separated flow into one of three types: pure laminar, transi-

tional, and turbulent.

2. Pure laminar separations (transition downstream of

reattachment zone) were steady in a supersonic stream and

depended only to a relatively small extent on Reynolds

number. The dead-air pressure for pure laniinar separations

having negligible boundary-layer thickness at separation

can be calculated from a simple theory involving no empirical

information; the theory is applicable to both subsonic and

supersonic flow.

3. Transitional separations (transition t)etween separation

and reattachment) generally were unsteady and often de-

pended markedly on Reynolds number. In transitional

separations an abrupt pressure rise often occurs at the

location of transition, especially when transition is only a

short distance upstream of reattachment.

4. Turbulent separations (transition upstream of separa-

tion) depended only to a minor extent on Reynolds number.

Most of the supersonic turbulent separations were relatively

steady compared to transitional separations.

5. The stability of a separated laminar mixing layer

increases markedly with an increase in Mach number. As

a result, pure laminar separations, which are uncommon

at subsonic speed, may become of some practical interest at

hypersonic speed. Because of this marked increase in

stability, laminar separations warrant additional research

in hypersonic flow.

6. In a region where boundary layer and external flow

interact freely, a simple analysis indicates that pressure

rises vary as the square root of the skin friction. Experi-

ments at supersonic speed substantiated this result accurately

for laminar separation, and approximately for turbulent

separation.

7. The pressure rise to separation is independent of the

mode of inducing separation for either laminar or turbulent

separation in supersonic flow. The plateau pressure rise in

laminar separation is similarly independent, but the peak

pressure rise in turbulent separation depends significantly

on model geometry.

AMES AERONAUTICA L LABORATORY

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

_IOFFETT FIELD, CALIF., hrO?). 29, 1956
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APPENDIX A

ANOMALOUS OIL.FILM OBSERVATIONS

When the oil-film technique was used, two threadlike lines

of accumulation sometimes occurred simultaneously. They

were never observed in laminar separation, but only in tur-

bulent separation, and only over a certain Mach number

range. Both lines of accumulation were stable, repeatable,

and normal to the stream direction of flow. They were

displaced streamwise a distance equivalent to several bound-

ary-layer thicknesses. Depending upon test conditions, the

downstream line could appear by itself, the two lines could

appear simultaneously, or the upstream line could appear

by itself. The upstream line corresponded to a pressure

rise of about 0.3 Po, whereas the downstream line corre-

sponded to between 0.6 po and 1.0 Po rise, depending on the

Mach number. Comparable measurements of Bogdonoff

and of Gadd, derived from a diffeIent technique of location of

separation (near-surface pitot-pressure surveys) corresponded

to the downstream line. To determine directly whether the

two techniques inherently produce different results, Professor

S. M. Bogdonoff volunteered cooperation by trying the oil-

fihn tectmique with the Princeton apparatus on which the

pitot-pressure surveys previously had been made. He imme-

diately confirmed his earlier result on pressure rise to separa-

tion at Mo=2.9 (corresponding to the downstream line in

the present experiments), and did not find any evidence of

a second line. Although this left unexplained the simulta-

neous occurrence of two lines, it did remove suspicion of

excessive probe interference and place suspicion on the phys-

ical significance of the upstream line of oil accumulation.

It appeared possible that the upstream line did not accumu-

late at a separation position, but actually represented a

second, stable, equilibrium position, due to wind forces

acting downstream and 1)uoyancy forces acting upstream•

Sizable buoyancy forces arise from the large streamwise

pressure gradients near turbulent separation. (The gradi-

ents near laminar separation are an order of magnitude

smaller.)
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By regarding the thread of oil as a cylinder of fixed di-

mensions in a wind stream of density p,_ and velocity pro-

portional to (_)u/Sy),_, the drag per unit span would be pro-

portional to p,_(i_u/by),_ 2. The upstream-acting buoyancy

force would be proportional to (dp/dx)._ (Po/_o), so that

buovance forces po po

wind forces ($°)P'_ _ ,_ \_o ] \ ,w /

or, since p_-----p_ T_/T,_..- po To (approximately),

X oP o2C f2U o4

For fixed Mo and Xo, ;',-_ pol/5/po2(po-l/5)2_.po-7/5. From this

brief analysis three inferences can be drawn : first, an increase

in tunnel pressure for fixed Mo and x should decrease the

importance of buoyancy forces; second, an increase in model

length for fixed Mo and po should decrease the importance

of buoyancy forces since _,,_XoZ/5/xo,,_xo-4/5; third, for fixed

Xo and po, the variation of _ with an increase in M° is domi-

nated by the decrease in po and cz; hence an inerease in Maeh

number should increase the importanee of buoyancy forces.

In view of these inferred trends, a special model (S-5 with

trip 2) having double the length Xo was constructed. Whereas

the regular models exhibited the upstream line above about

2rio= 1.9, the larger model exhibited such lines above about

Mo=2.5. This is consistent with both the second and third

inferences above. It was found also that increasing tunnel

pressure caused the upstream line to disappear. This is

consistent with the first inference. Consequently, it is

deduced that the upstream line, which corresponded to a

pressure rise of Ap/po=0.3 +0.1, is not. a separation line but

represents a second position for stable equilibrium of buoy-

ancy forces and wind forces.
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APPENDIX B

SPECIAL EXPERIMENTS PERTAINING TO THE CROCCO-LEES THEORY

Tile Crocco-Lees theory (ref. 9) is unusually broad in

scope, covering laminar-, transitional-, and turbulent-type

separations. Because of this extensiveness, many untested

approximations are introduced in their analysis where

appropriate experimental data are missing and cannot pro-

vide a guide. Also, because of the broad scope, it is impor-

tant to supplement this theory wherever possible with perti-

nent experimental information. The present experiments

suggest a way in which the Crocco-Lees theory for base

pressure might be improved. This possible improvement

may have no bearing, however, on the Crocco-Lees theory

for other types of separation.

In the Crocco-Lees analysis the wake thickness is an

important variable appearing throughout their analysis; it

determines, among other things, the initial condition for inte-

gration of their differential equation which governs the dead-

air pressure. On the other hand, the theory of this report

indicates that the total wake thickness of a separated region

would not influence the dead-air pressure.

The special experiments designed to provide a decisive test

of the importance of the thickness of wake were conducted

during the initial experiments (1953) on models with triangu-

lar inserts as is illustrated. The two-dimensional channel

al)pratus was employed.

inserts and would correlate much better when plotted as a

function of H/_, or of the equivalent parameter c/(H.v_).

The experimental data plotted in figure 47 are definitive in

The experimental test conditions were especially selected to

be in a Reynolds number range where in the separation was

of the transitional type, and wherein the Crocco-Lees theory

would indicate the dead-air pressure to be sensitive to

changes in the initial wake thickness h+& If the total

thickness of wake were dominant in determining base pres-

sure, then the dead-air pressure for a fixed Reynolds number

R (based on the chord length c of the airfoil) should correlate

roughly as a function of the parameter h/$, or as a function

of the equivalent parameter c/(h_f-R) where c is the model

length. On the other hand, if the thickness of wake is

totally unimportant, it would be expected that the dead-air

pressure would be unaffected by the triangular-shaped

i i
II ,

I :

•81 1 1 [ i I i
J _ Same symbols and body shapes ;

l _, /,_ apply to parts (a) and (b) --:

,I.o f ! ° -i

I (b) _

2L ] I I [ [ ] [ L i _]
• 0 .04 .08 .12 16 .20

C

(a) h as characteristic length.

(b) H as characteristic length.

FIGURE 47.--Base pressure measurements for transitional type separa-

tion with various wedge inserts in the dead-air region; Mo=2.0.

showing that H is the essential characteristic length in the

problem; and hence that the total wake thickness is not

important in determining base pressure. It is believed that

in the Croceo-Lees theory the base height should more

appropriately be introduced in a way which determines the

length of mixing layer, rather than in a way which determines

the initial thickness of the wake.
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